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Look inside for our special
Homecoming edition, ''Come
Together," featuring several
service organizations and
info on how to get involved.
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The Racers begin Ohio
Valley Conference play
tomorrow against the
Golden
Eagles
of
Tennessee Tech.
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Loaned quilt
disappears
Univer!iity."
Etheridge said she contacted the CurTis Center and
mganizations that may have
been in the building last
weekcnt.l. but so far she has
not received any information about the quilt's whereabouts.
"In order to get the quilt
down, someone actually
had to climb up on a table
and get it." Etheridge said.
"It's just bard for me to
believe that someone could
go through aJI of that withour being noticed."
Etheridge said although
the 3 feet by 7 feet quilt is
supposed to be back in
l~ouisville on Tuesday, ~he
does not plan on filing a
theft report until Monday
rnoming.
·•t don't want 10 file a
criminal report until I give
people a chance to come
clean and give it back
because that's all that matters to me," Etheridge said.
"1 don •t want to press
charges. I don't want to lecture anybody. Iju!it want the
quilt back.''
Etheridge said she hopes
by giving the responsible
party an opportunity to
return the quilt before
involving the police, she
will be able to avoid reporting the theft, which might
give Murray State a bnd
name.
"It's a very negative
reflection on the University,
und people will interpret
this in ways that will affect
the entire institution,"
Etheridge ::;aid. "We've had
enough bad publicity. with
fires and bomb threats, and
now the actions of this one
person will reflect badly on
the whole University."
Ketterer said she was
troubled about someone
stealing the quilt because of
their disregard for what it
represents.
Said Ketterer: "Whoever
.<;tole it doesn't care about
women or violence against
women."

by Taylor Marie Ewing
assistant ncwl:i editor
A syrnh<ll of survival and
hope may have been permanently lost when a quilt
made by sexual-abuse victims was !itolen from the
Curris Center last week.
Women's Center Director
Jane Etheridge said :she borrowed the multicolured silk
quilt from the University of
Louisville to include as part
of last week's annual B.H.
S.A.F.E. week.
•·one woman made it in
2000. and then survivors
came and wrote whatever
they
wanted
on
it."
Etheridge ~aid. "Basically,
they wrote statement:> that
captured the essencl! of
what they experienced nnd
encouraged healing."
Women's Center student
worker Erin Ketterer, junior
from Louisville, said that
the quilt represented the
experiences bf ahused
women.
''It looked like the shadow of n woman lying down,
but it wn-; broken into
p1eces." Keucrer said. ··so
it represented a broken
woman." 1
Etheridge said two quilts
were revealed at an opening
ceremony Oct. 3 in the
Curris Center. On Monday
morning. one of the quilts
W:t!i repurted missing.
"Early Monday morning,
one of the social-work students culled and asked if
we
h~td
moved
it,"
Etheridge said. "My first
thought was that it had fallen. I just couldn 't hclicve
that someone affiliated
with thb University would
(steal it).
''They took something
that's not worth anything to
them nnd is so valuable to
the people who made it,"
Etheridge said. "I guess I'm
just naive because I'm having a hard time facing the
reality (that iL was stolen). I
just believed something different
about
this

r
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K.mi Wurth!The News

Matt Buchanon. freshman from Grand Riven, puts the finishing touches on the residential coUcges' float
Wedaesdiy eveabag lA preparation for the Homecomina Parade at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.

SGA to share Wellness Center
by Nichole Lopez
contributing writer

While most Murray State students have only a vague recollection of kindergarten, a recent survey showed many still remember
the emphasis on sharing.
Although student fees are pay~
iog for the Health and Wellness
Center. 85 percent of 300 students·
recently surveyed by Student
Government Association said they
saw no problem in allowing faculty and staff to use the facility.
SGA President Jace Rabe said
there would be many benefits to
students in allowing faculty and
staff members to use the new cen-
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Rob Brown/The News

faculty and staff members used
the facilities.
"If they want to use it. they
should have to pay tor it,'' Dick
said.
Rabe said the Health and
Wellness Center should be ready
by January 2004, which means
that most students working on the
project who are now juniors nnd
seniors will not be able to see
their work.
Rnbe, n senior, said knowing
the center will attract more ~tu
dents and make the Univerl:iity an
even heuer place is reward
enough for his work.

New crime statistics
boast overall reduction
news editor
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the facility.
"The faculty should be allowed
to use it if they pay a membership
fee that goes back to the students." said Roxanne Starks,
freshman from Benton.
If a fee was charged, it wuuld be
directly applied to the maintenance of the Wellness Center.
"The membership fee will help
offset operating cost," Rabe said.
"Students don't understand the
price it will cost to keep the
equipment maintained. (pay the)
operating cost and pay the
employees. like the lifeguards."
However, some students. such
as Noele Dick, freshman from
Benton, said it would be unfair if

by Marcl Owen
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ter.
"It would be beneficial for faculty and staff to use it," Rabe said.
"It would help students build a
good (rapport) with their teachers."
For every credit hour, students
pay $3 for the creation of the center, which will break ground in
January. The center, which will
have pools, basketball courts,
weight rooms and a climbing
room, will be open 24 hours a day.
Many students said faculty and
staff members should be required
to pay a membership fee to use
the facility. However, students
also said that faculty should be
restricted from bringing guests to

Many Murray State students complain that not much happens in the
city where they attend college, but
to their parents, that is a good thing.
"Certainly the fact that we are
rated ac; one of the safest campuses
is something that's a plus for us,''
Vice President of Students Affairs
Don Robertson said. "It is something we're proud of."
Even with the school's safe reputation, Robertson said the issue
remains a top priority. Now that
crime statistics for 2001 are available, Uo.iversity officials are able to
see that with a 22-percent reduction
in overall crime, their efforts have
paid off.
"It's something we work hard to
maintain and improve because we
certainly don't want to give the
impression that nothing could happen bere," Robertson said. "We do a
lot of PR and public awareness. We
have our escort services. We worry a

lot about safety lighting on campus,
consistently reminding people to
lock their doors and not walk alone
at night."
The statistics show decreases in
several types of crime from 2000 to
200 I: Burglaries were down 62.5
percent, criminal damage dropped
87 percent, thefts were duwn 21.8
percent and liquor-Jaw violations
decreased by 44 percent.
"Enforcement. support from
Housing and Student Affairs nnd the
fact that Public Safety conducts a
significant number of awareness
and prevention programs have nil
played roles in crime reduction,"
Public Safety Director David
DeVoss said. "Crimes do run in
cycles. Every year, we can have
more or less of anything. This year,
we have seen an incre.ase in •tlcohol
violations:·
The cyclical nature of crime wru;
reflected in the increase in drugrelated violations, which more than
doubled to 47 violations, from 23 in

2000.

''Murray State has u zero-tolerance policy for illegal drugs,"
DeVoss said. "More incidents have
been reponed by students. We also
have many Citizens' reports that
assist u~ in detecting cJrug activity."
DeVoss said there ~ontinuc to be
few incidents of violent crime,
which rnay be u reflection of environmental factors.
"Murray is in (rural) Kentucky,"
DeVoss said. ''The geographic location has something to do with the
overall wholesomeness of the community. Many of our sister schools
arc in larger cities."
DeVoss said the University's
strict compliance with the Minger
and Clery al·ts, which regulate how
campus police report crimes, may
affect the UniversitY's statistics.
"I think (other u~iversitics) comply with the law, but maybe they
interpret it differently," DeVoss said.
''We try to report every criminal
incident as much as possible so that
our public is aware of what's happening here."
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news editor: J\.1arci Owen
assistant news editor: Taylor M;.uic Ewing
p hone: 762-·t•i68

catnpus briefly
exhibit o ve ra ll teaching excellence.
Professors are nominated by the student body and selected by a student
committee chaired by the provost or
provost's representative.

NPHA will sponsor step show
to raise money for charity
The National Panhellenic Council is
holding a step show at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $10, or $8 with a stub
from the Black Student Council party
tonight. AU proceeds will go to charity.

College of Education to host
Homecoming breakfast Saturday
The College of Education w ill be hosting a Homecoming breakfast from 8 to
9:30a.m. Saturday in the Murray Middle
School cafeteria for friends and alumni
of its deparbnents.
Tickets for the breakfast will be $5 per
adult and $2.50 per child.
For more information, phone 7623817.

Career Services' Fal Career Fair
to feature national companies
Leslie Rowan, freshman from Loui~ville, presents lacky fashion Show winner
Joanna Cooper, senior from Banlstown, in Winslow Cafeteria on Wednesday. Said
Cooper: ~u was fun to do it, and I' m glad I won. I worked bani on my outfit."

Richmond College holds carwash
to raise money for Relay for Life

To m<lke reservations, phone 762·4159
or go to http:/ /ceao.murraystate.edu.

Richmond College is having a carwash to raise m~mey for its Relay for
Life team starting at 2 p.m. today in
the Hardee's parking lot.
A ll money raised from donations
will go the American Cancer Society.
For more information or to join the
team, phone Sara Arment at 753-2156.

Len Foster Band to perfonn
big-band music for donations

Free workshops offer prospective

students enrollment infonnation
Murray Stnte will host a free workshop from 6 to 9 p .m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center Cumberland Room to
provide information for nontraditional students interested in l~arning
more about enrolling in college.
Prospective students can ('xpe(.· t
answers to questions con(."erning
online evening classes, as well as
how to register and how to pay for
college.
,
Because space b limited , reservil ·
tions shoul~ be received by Monday.

The Len foster Band will perform big·
b.1nd musk in "One More Once" from 8
to 10 tonight in the Performing Arts Hall
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The suggested donation is$10 per per·
son, and all proceeds will go to the Len
Foster Band Music Scholarship.
Refreshments will be provided.
For more information, phone 7626338.

Department honors professor
with Max Cannen Teacher Award
At Honor's Day 2002, joe Chaney of
the department of government, law
<md international affairs received the
annual Max Carmen Outstanding
Teacher Award.
The Max Carmen Award was crcat·
ed to recognize Murray State professors who excel in the classroom and

Career Services will host a Fall
Career Pair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday on the Curris Center
third floor.
The fair will feature more than 75
companies from ncross the country.
Students should br ing resumes and
dress p rofessionally.
For more information, phone Marlo
Rhodes at 762-3735.

Gamma Sigma Sigma offers
e¥ents in honor fl Service Week
Gamma Sigma Sigma will hold severa l events for Service Week.
A stress-management session will
take place at 7 p.m Monday on the
third floor of the Curris Center.
"The Greek Experience" panel discussion will be at 7:15 p.m. Tuesday
in the Curris Center Theater.
A breast-cancer-awareness candle·
light vigil will take place at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Winslow Dining Hall.
The "Spirit of Service" social will be
at 7 p.m. Thursdny in the Curris Center Dance Lounge.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor Marie
Ewi11g, assista11t news editor.
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Thursday, Oct. 3
10:17 a.m. There was a report of
dogs running loose on campus. Animal control was advised.
10:58 a.m. A caller reported the
smel l of smoke in the women's
restroom in the TRIO Building.
2:28 p .m. A caller reported his car
had been keyed in the do"rm-circle
parking lot.
11:33 p.m. A caller reported individuals setting off fireworks in the
mall area. The subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.

Friday, Oct. 4
12:18 a.m . A verbal warning was
issued to a subject at the Lutheran
Church parking lot for possession
of alcohol by a minor.
12:30 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued to a motorist on Ky. 121 for
driving on the wrong side of the
road.
8:56 a.m. There was a report of a
stolen laptop in Alexander Hall. A
report was taken.
11:15 a.m . A cnller reported a
motorist had driven across the basketball courts behind Springer College.

9:18 p.m . Racer Patrol rfported a
refrigerator o uts ide of Pogu e
Library.

Monday, Oct. 7
2:40 a.m. There was a report of a sus·
picious individual in a truck behind
the Applied Science Building.
8:15 a.m. Facilities Management
recovered a non-University refrigerator in the Quad.
4:30 p.m . A University employee was
locked in the North Farm.

Tuesday, Oct. 8
2:29 a.m. A Clark College resident
reported receiving unwanted p hone
calls.
3:1 6 p.m . A ca ller rep orted she
thought a vehicle intentionally tried
to hit her in the Regents College
pa rking lot. A report was taken.
5:12 p.m. There was a noise comp lain t o utside Springer College.
Several people were asked to leave
the a rea because they did not have
permission to have an event on
campus.
11:12 p.m. The residence director at
Clark College repor ted a student
talking about suicide o u tside the
building.

Saturday, Oct. 5
2:42 a.m . A caller reported receiving
harassing phone calls at Springer
College.
12:30 p.m. A caller advised that a
bank near the Roy Stewart Stadium
was going to be robbed.
3:33 p.m. The Murray Police
Department advised that a female
subject fell at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Sunday, Oct. 6
12:11 a.m. There was <l noise comp laint at College Courts.
2:40a.m. The Murray Police Depart·
ment reported a suspicious male
was seen trying to open a vehicle a t
The Keg and then running toward
College Courts. The subject was
gone upon officer arrival.
3:33a.m. A caller reported an intoxicated nonresident trying to get into
Hester College. Th e su bject was
gone upon officer arrival .
6:44 p.m. A caller reported children
r unning around Alexander Hall .

Wednesday, Oct. 9
3:42 a.m. A caller reported she
thought someone was on the roof of
College Courts.
2:02 p.m. There was a report of a
prE'schooler with a broken leg at the
Ruby Simpson Child Center. The
subject was transported to the hospi·
tal by the EMS.
4:01 p.m. A caller advised that a
baseba ll broke the window of a truck
at the Regiona l Special Events Cen·
ter.
8:38 p.m. A caller reported hearing
four-wheelers at Miller Golf Course.
11:27 p .m. There was a report of two
students fighting in Hart College. A
report was taken.
Police Escorts-12
Motorist Assis ts-5

Police Bmt is compiled by Taylor Marie
Ewing, assistant news editor. Alt dispatched calls are not listed.

Fall Career
Fair ZGOZ
Wednesday, October 16
10 AM- 2 PM
Curris Center, 3rd Floor
Check the web site for a continuous listing of
participants at:
http://campus.m u rraysta te. edulservices/careerservices/
careerfair. htm

For More Information, Contact:

er •
rvt·ces

210 Ordway Hall
Murray, KY 42071
762-3735
career. services@ murraystate.edu

w-orld l1rietly
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Student protestors file
petition against school

Chandler says nursing home
tip "most serious allegation"
FRANKFORT (AP) - The most serious of Tina Conner's allegations about
Gov. Paul Patton is her claim that she
was tipped off before state inspectors
came to the nursing home she owns,
Attorney General Ben Chandler said
Tuesday.
If there is evidence of other nursing
homes being tipped, it could occasion a
separate investigation, Chandler said in
a news conference.
Her attorney has said that Conner,
owner of Birchtree Healthcare in Clinton, told state and federal investigators
that someone in Patton's office warned
her in advance of a state inspection.
At the time, Conner and Patton were
having an affair, which Patton has
acknowledged. Conner now is suing
Patton for sexual harassment.

Hundreds aHend Lexington
funeral for 13-year-old boy
LEXINGTON (AP)- More than 500
people attended the funeral of a 13year-old boy who gained fame as the
founder of a toy cart that provided
playthings to hospitalized children.
Jarrett Mynear of Nicholasville died
last Friday at the University of Kentucky Children's Hospital after an 11year battle with cancer.
In March 1999 Jarrett founded Joy
Cart, the project that made him
famous in the Bluegrass and beyond.
Four appearances on "The Rosie
O'Donnell Show" brought in toy donations by the truckload and spawned
Joy Carts in numerous other cities.

Budget director says state
faces $200 million shortfall
LOUISVILLE (AP)- State budget director Jim Ramsey says his preliminary estimate shows a revenue shortfall for the
state of $150 million to $200 million this
year.
Ramsey said the Council on Postsecondary Education has asked universities
to plan for budget cuts of up to 3 percent
this year. That would mean a reduction
of $34 million from the state's $1.13 billio~ allocation for universities, including
$5.3 million from U of L's $176.7 million
state appropriation.

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - A
group of students arrested at a
rally supporting the Palestinian cause are fighting to block
university officials from using
police records at their disciplinary hearing.
The University of California,
Berkeley students said in a
court petition that the school
can't use videotapes and other
records of their arrests because
charges were dropped and a
factual finding of innocence
was issued.
The university says studentconduct hearings are separate
from criminal proceedings and
that the records are necessary
to enable the students to
answer questions such as:
"Have you ever bt.-en arrested?"
The students filed their petition Monday in Alameda
County Superior Court.

Board denies parole
for BeaUe murderer
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - john
Lennon's killer was denied
parole for a second time, state
officials said Wednesday.
Releasing Mark David Chapman after 22 years in prison
would "deprecate the seriousness" of the crime, the parole
board said in a statement
released Wednesday morning.
The board said Chapman had
"acceptable" behavior in
prison but that didn't guarantee he wouldn't pose a threat to
society.

Democrats press House
for farm disaster aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Democrats, including Paul
Wellstone
of
Minnesota,
pressed the House on Wednesday to pass disaster aid for
farmers and ranchers hit by
drought and flooding.
Last month, the senate voted
to provide $6 billion in ~ter

aid, but the House has not
acted on the legislation. The
White House opposes the measure, arguing that any disaster
aid should come from this
year's $180 billion, six-year
farm bill.

Indiana names road
for David Letterman
LAWRENCE, Ind. (AP)
Talk-show host David Letterman is getting his wish to have
a road named after him- even
though it's not exactly what he
hoped for.
The Oty Council in this eastside Indianapolis suburb unanimously approved a resolution
Monday renaming a portion of
a street after Letterman, an
Indianapolis native.
The resolution acknowledged there has been public
interest in naming a thoroughfare for Letterman. A recent
gag on "Late Show" has had
him asking Indianapolis officials to rename Interstate 465
the "David Letterman Expressway.''
Lawrence officials could not
do that, but the council did
rename a portion of 59th Street
near the former Fort Harrison.
The new name is David Drive.

eBay ads lead to arTest
of Connecticut students
STORRS, Conn. (AP) - The
online auction service eBay is
good for buying, selling and
apparently helping to track
down alleged thieves.
University of Connecticut
police arrested two students
on larceny charges. The two
are suspected of stealing
about $70,000 worth of electronic equipment from academic buildings and from two
other colleges.
Investigators said they got
a lead when they contacted
eBay after noticing someone
was trying to sell through the
online service some video
projecto rs similar to those
stolen in the past month from
classrooms and lecture halls.
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Kentucky Association of ~ursing Students
would like to congratulate their
newly elected 2002-2003 office rs!

• President Heather Hughes
· • 1st Vice President
Ashlynn Young
• 2nd Vice President
Leah Daniels

-

- - --

-

.)

Be
an

l.

Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
Sign the back of your dnvers
license or place a Donor Dot on it & tell your fam1ly of your wishes.
For infonnation contact:
1-800-525-3456,
or www.tru stforlife.org

• Secreatary Ma ry Jane Pierceall
• Treasurer Angela Buckles
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Two gunmen kill U.S.
Marine In Kuwait

U.S. planes aHack
Iraqi missle launchers

KUWAIT (AP) - U.S.
official:> said Wednesday
they were investigating
whether al-Qaida had any
links to two gunmen who
kiLled a U.S. Marine and
wounded a second in
Kuwait. Friends and relatives said the attackers had
been to Afghanistan and
sought to "walk in the
footsteps or Osama bin
Laden.''
Kuwait called the shooting a " terrorist act" and
detained more than 30
people in a search for the
accomplices of the gunmen, who were shot dead
by U.S. troops after the
attack.

ANKARA, Turkey (AP)
U.S. warplanes bombed
missile launchers in the
northern no-fly zone of
Iraq on Wednesday, with
U.S. military officials calling them a threat to air
patrols over the restricted
zone.
The strike brought to 47
the number of days that
such
bombings
were
reported by United States
and the United Kingdom
coalition, whose mission is
to patrol two zones set up
to protect Iraqi minorities
following the 1991 Gulf
War.
Coalition planes targeted
precision-guided weapons
at an "imminently hostile
surface-to-air missiles system" Iraqis had set up
northwest of Mosul in the
northern zone, said a statement from the U.S. European Conunand.

Kashmir elections
erupt In violence
SRINAGAR, India (AP)
About 830 people were
killed during campaigning and voting in just-finished elections in Indiancontrolled Kashmir, officials said Wednesday. A
top state politician said he
expects the violence to
continue regardless of
who wins the polls.
'FUntil India and Pakistan address their disagreements, I don't think
any state government can
control the violence," said
Omar Abdullah, president
of the pro-India National
Conference party, which
governs Jammu-Kashmir
state.
Nuclear-armed India and
Pakistan have fought two
Wi\rS over Kashmir and
nearly went to war again in
June. New Delhi accuses
Islamabad of sponsoring
Muslim militants who are
fighting for Kashmir's independence or merger with
Pakistan. Islamabad denies
the charge.

Russians begin first
census in 13 years
MOSCOW (AP)- Census
takers began counting the
population of the world's
largest country Wednesday in the first tally of Russians in 13 years.
The survey was expected
to uncover the impact of
the sweeping economic
and social changes produced by the collapse of
the Soviet Union.
Demographers say the
census is essential to gather data about migration
patterns, the transition
from a planned economy
to a free-market system,
and the impact of the collapse of communism on
socia I services.
Reports about the census
dominated Russia's television news broadcasts starting with the first count in

the Russian Far East,
where the census began
while Muscovites were
still asleep.

Two U.S. economists
win '02 Nobel prize
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(AP)- Two Americans won
the 2002 Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economic Sciences
on Wednesday for their
pioneering use of psychological and experimental
economics in explaining
decision-making
and
behavior on financial markets.
Daniel Kahneman, 68, a
U.S. and Israeli citizen
based at Princeton University in New Jersey and Vernon L. Smith, 75, of George
Mason University in Vir- .
ginia will share the 10 mil- ,:;t
lion kronor ($1 million)
P rize.
•"

·.l

Ivory Coast readies
for more violence

.i

Y AMOUSSOUKRO, )
Ivory Coast (AP) - Resi- .:".
dents in Bouake, Ivory • '
Coast's second-largest city, "' •
waited fearfully in their
homes Wednesday for
more fighting after the
president conceded that a •.
government offensive had
not ousted rebels holding
the city and half the country.
Overnight, a column of
20 vehicles carrying gov- :.
ernment troops pulled out •
of Bouake to Mbahiakro,
about 58 miles east of the
city, behind a French position, French military officials said. The night before, .,
the loyalist forces had also :~
withdrawn from the city, , ;
then advanced again during the day, the officials :.
,
said.

World Briefly is compiled by
Tim Siniard, staff writer.

• •
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Clothesline quilt stolen
Our View
ISSUE:

What is your favorite
Beatles song?
.....
Why?
"• Let It Be·
because I used to
sing 'Letter B' on
Sesame Street
when I was
· little.''

The Clothesline
quilt was Molen
from the Curris
Center.
POSITION:

Stealing is had
enough, but taking something of
this value is
unforgivable.

Aloma Leys
junior, Mayfield

"'Eleanor Rigby.'
It's a good tune."
Mike Voyles
senior. New Washington, Ind.

S(){)IO(,

In My
Opinion

F. King
A1exander

88/IZB

.

"'The Beatles
don't fit into my
musical style."
JM">' Wargel
groduato student. Elkvl11o, 111

)lonny Hahn I Tht.• Nr'WS

mTirra
c;;statey
news

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e·mall: thenaws@murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175

Loree Stark
editor In chief • 762-68n
Ryan Brooks

associate editor • 762-4468
Marci Owen
news editor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762-4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762·4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762-4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy editor • 762·4468
Karrl Wurth
photo editor • 762-4468
Justin Kimbro
advertising manager • 762·4478
Joe Hedges
adviser • 762-4478
"Tho Murray State News" strives to bo the
Untverstty communtty's source for tnforma·
lion.
Our goal 1s to present that Information in
a lair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vtde n tree and open forum lor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning enVIronment lor those students
interested in Journalism or other fields relat·
lng to the productton of a newspaper
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, tiS editors should bo free to develop
their own edttorial and news pohctes.
"The Murray State News" ts prepared and
edited by students and is an official pubhca·
lion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• Is tree.
Additional copies aro available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

individuals responsible, but
it also reflects poorly on
Murray State and its students, faculty and staff.
We would like to ask the
person or persons involved
tn this theft to return the
quilt to the Women's Center
immediately.
Please reconsider what
you have done. This quilt
represents pain and fear, but
it also represents the recovery and ~rowth of victimized individuals.
It is not merely a piece of
cloth. It is a symbol of the
good that people find in
even the worst of circumstances, and it is a testament to the endurance and
strength of the human spirit. It is a shame we let
something of such value
slip away from us in the
first place.

?

•

•

A?

.

•

You have taken away
much more than you realize, but you have the opportttnity to give it back.
We hope you will do the
right thing.

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray Swte News. " The editorial board is composed of
all section editors.

Kentucky's 'C' not good indicator

u•Hey Jude.' I
like ballads, and
it is reminiscent
of the time."
J.ydl.a Barrow

This past weekend, the
Clothesline quilt was stolen
from the li stenin g lounge of
the Curris Center. The quilt,
which belongs to the University of Louisville, represents sexual assault, rape
and battel).' victims.
The qmlt was made in
2000 at U of L and is on
loan to Murray State until
Oct. 15.
Stealing from anyone is
wrong - morally and legally. Stealing an item of such
sentimental value only
compounds the wrong.
Thts quilt has absolutely
no monetary value. Whoever stole it did so either for
the sheer joy of stealing or
the satisfactiOn of upsetting
a great many people.
Not only does this theft
reflect horribly on the character of the individual or

Everyone remembers professors who
refused to give high marks because they actually believed their "C"s or "D"s were worth
another professor's "A''s and "B"s,
Unfortunately. Kentucky and its higher-education institutions recently learned some
national-policy centers have the same propensities as professors. In a recent report, "Measuring Up 2002," published by the National
Center for Public Policy in Higher Education,
the authors graded Kentucky's higher-education progress in five categories and concluded
Kentucky institutions merited only a "C" rating. For many parents with children in high
school or college, a "C" performance does not
summon great praise, nor would such a grade
allow a student to tap into increasing amounts
of merit-based student aid. However, before
accepting this rating, we should compare Kentucky's standing with the rest of the class
(other states) in order to accurately assess our
progres:..
Despite receiving straight "C''s. Kentucky
has made significant strides since 2000 compared to other states in nearly every category

measured in the study. First, we should
observe that the average grade in the National
Center's rating system was a "D." Thus, a "C"'
is above average. On the report card. Kentucky declined from a "B" grade to a ··c"
grade in affordnbility, which conceals the fact
that Kentucky increased from eighth to seventh as the most affordable state.
Most states would rejoice' at such a lofty
ranking. Kentucky's ·:c-" rating in highereducation participation also obscures the lnct
that Kentucky increased from 44th to 37th
nationally, with the Kentucky Community and
Tcchnical College System (KCTCS) leading
all Kentucky higher-education institutions.
The report also gave Kentucky a "C-" in
providing economic benefi~s to our citizens,
which conceals our steady comparative progrcs$ion from 47th t.o 39th.
College completion was another category
where Kemucky improved relative to other
states. increasing from 43rd to 41st. with Murray State leading lhe nation in single-yeur
graduation-rate improvement, moving from 46
percent to 54 percent.

The only decline Kentucky experienced in
the assessment wus in the area of college
preparation, where it fell from 32nd to 36th.
Assessing the performance of states and
higher-education institutions is tricky business. as the "Courier-Journal" recently and
justifiably acknowledged. However, it appears
our investments are paying off, as Kentucky's
highcr-~ducation institutions continue to make
great strides in addressing lhe educational,
economic and social challenges facing our
state.
Understanding our performance is essential,
regardless of the complexities of measurement.
However, as we all know. a professor should
be cautious in assigning grades that fail to take
into account the improved performance of a
student. It ts also important for parents to not
consider the educationul success or failure of
their children without considering the grades
of the rest of the class.
F. King Alexander
State University.

i.~

president of Murray

Domestic violence awareness necessary
Not long ago, on a warm. quiet night, I was
trying desparately to fall asleep when a noise
began. My upstairs neighbor and her boyfriend
had started fighting again. This had become a
commonplace event since he moved into the
building the week before. I just tried to ignore
tht:m like I did every time, for it was not any of
my business.
hn't that what most people say after some·
thing horrible but preventable happens to those
around them: "It wasn't any of my business."
This fight was a bit more heated !.han the previous few. It was 3 a.m .• and the only thing I
could hear was the sound of screaming, infuriated voices. Then, the voices were suddenly
drowned out by a tremendous crash. I jumped
out of bed in time to hear a second crash, another :sound like something falling, Lhen a low
moan that rose to a grief-wrought scream that
chilled my marrow. My roommate called the
police. and we ran upstairs.
I have never seen so much blood in my life.
The boyfriend was huddled in the upstairs hallway clutching his nearly amputated arm while
his girlfriend cradled him in her arms, crying.
Luckily. I wasn't able or willing to walk up and
get a close look, but another neighbor later told
me the arm was severed halfway to the hone;
only a shard remained intact. That same neighbor managed to stop the bleeding and save the
man's life before the police arrived.
The police told us lhe two had gotten into an
argument. The boyfriend knocked over the television (the first crash) and then punched a window. which resulted in his injury. Even after the
landlord cleaned the floors, 1 smelled decaying
blood for two weeks.

Why did this happen? This sort of thing doesn't happen in Murray, right?
Wrong. Every 15 seconds a women is beaten

in America. Last year, in Kentucky alone, over
2.000 women sought shelter from their abusive
husbands and lovers. Every year. I ,400 women
die from domestic violence. Domestic violence
is an epidemic that has infected our country ever
since the United States was founded. Then,
women were treated like property and allowed
to be beaten. but now. in these modern times
when law and basic morality should protect
women from these horrors, it's still happening.
What I saw may or may not have been an
episode of domestic violence. After the
boyfriend was released from the hospital, the
couple moved, and I haven't heard from them
since. That's lhe power of domestic violence:
The only people who know anything arc the
abuser and lhe victim.
The Women's Center is currently sponsoring
several events for Domestic Violence Awareness Month. The center is located on the second
floor of Ordway Hall. The number is 762-3140.
One of the exhibits for which the Women's
Center is responsible is the Clothesline Project,
which is a collection ofT-shirts illustrated by
survivors of domestic violence. The exhibit io;
on the first floor of the Curris Center and will
run until Oct 31.
Another campaign the Women's Center is
running is "The White Ribbon Campaign." Men
can show their opposition to domestic violence
by wearing a white ribbon in honor of the victims. By doing so, they arc making a promise
not to abuse. but to respect. women. I know it
sounds a little one-sided, and men also are vic-

tims of domestic violence, but 95 percent of the
victims are women. and this promise is symbolic that men really do care nbout the issue.
Domestic violence is a social disease that hides
in the dark with frightened victims and controlling abusers. llopcfully, with time, a light can
be let in on it.

In My
Opinion

Krista Matheny is a senior creatil e writing
major from Fclirjield, 0/u"o.

Krista
Matheny

• •
•your C)ptntOJ1
Students should take advantage
of free pipe and drum lessons
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Erin Richards and the
staff of "The Murray State News" for the Sept.
13 article about bagpipe music. As a musician,

it is always good to be heard and uppreciated,
especially in a new!)paper. I am sure I will
always keep a few copies of that issue.
I :~lso would like to mention a few tllings
about bagpipe music and nearby bands for any·
one interested. In uddition to Europe. bagpipes
are found all over the world. Most historians
agi"L't on Middle Eastern origins. although the
instrument reached all pans of the Old World
by Greeks, Romans, Arabic Moors and others.
I would encourage anyone interested to tunc
in to WKMS 91.3 at 8 p.m. on Sunday!> for
'1lustlc and Shamrock"' (Irish/Scottish music).

Nearby pipe and drum bands offer free
lessons to anyone willing to learn. For more
information. visit the Nashville Pipt:s and
Drums Web site.
Russell Moore
Murray

Americans, count your blessings
To the Editor:
The second sentence of Ms. Krista Math·
eny's anicle in your Sept. 27 issue ("Students
should act again~t war"') sLnJck me cold. She
stated, "Tm ashamed to be an American." I
hope she and any others who feel this way will
take time to think of the way of life we a~
Americans are privi lcged to enjoy compared to
many other nondcrnonatic countne<..
Yesterday. I attended a chapter meeting of

the American Red Cross where we toured the
disaster shelter set up in tlle First United
Methodist Church. We heard the pnx:cdurc for
handling a disaster from the Red Cross staff, as
well as infonnrttion from the emergency management director. Much of the success of this
disaster relief depends on volunte~'fs .
The people of our nation arc tree to volunteer (or not) their time and resources to help in
time of need. Many people do this on a daily
basis. They do this because they care for oth·
cr...
Yes. pcrha~~ our government officials had
warnings of a terrorist attack against our coun·
try; however, it is impossible to dose every
door to every ros~ihility.l do not li:el our government intelligence failed: it too is a pan of
the nation. I am proud the United S~tte..~ gave
wanung to those tcrrori~t countric:. rnther 1than
sneak attack.
Let'!'. count the many bles~ings we enjny hy
bemg Americans - the l reedom lu volunteer, to

speak our feelings. to attend ,a school of our
choke regardless of mce or gender and 10 worship or not a" we plea.,e.
Let us think hefnrt~ we tJtrow around words
such as hate, injul>!ice and shame. Let us lhink
positive and work together. There are other
countries in which to live. I prefer the United
SUites.
Martha Braoeh
Murwy

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries und letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
igned Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verifiCation. Please include hometown, classification. tille or relationship to the Universit~.l
''The Murray Stute News" reserve!!
right to edit for style. length and CODie:Dl.

thd
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ESL enrollment still in jeopardy
In My
Opinion

Michael
Basile

"Jntcrnational
recruitment,
much like
Murray State's
domestic
recruitment
strategies,
relies very
much on
longer-term.
face-to-face
relationships."

Graduate student Jeff Jenkins' thoughtful
commentary on the state of the University's
English as.a Second Language program is both
welcome and timely and deserves a response.
Because it would shed light on the issues he
raises. I would like to share some information
on the origins of the ESL program and its subsequent development at Murrc1y State. Founded
as a self-supporting unit about 10 years ago in a
period of high expectations of growth, the ESL
program was initially guided by an overarching
vision, which Jenkins rightly refers to as "a
feeder program" that was designed to serve the
University by increasing international-student
presence on a campus relatively isolated from
larger urban centers.
As the program grew. however, a more
promising and concurrent purpose evolved that
was recognized by Murray State administrators
at the time as having the potential to encourage
internationalization among the University's academic and cocurricular programs. How? Surplus
revenues generated by the program from its
tuition charges could be made available to support faculty development, study abroad. campus
activities and course enhancements.
As the decade progressed, this latter hope
became more realizable when, in fact. the program succeeded in both areas: ESL's enrollments of international srudents increased while
its total revenues exceeded expenses until a sizable surplus was accumulated. (As Jenkins
notes, a goodly portion of this was later used to
upgrade Woods Hall for converted ESL classroom space and renovate offices for the current
location of the Institute for International Studies.) The staffing configuration in place over
this period was largely adjunct teachers with a
combination of fuJI-time staff and instructors.
Until 1997-98, this enrollment trend continued
upward, fueling the University's optimism that a
new internationalization resource was going to
be available.
lt was this perfonnance-based optimism that

factored heavily into the University's decision
to merge the ESL program with the Center for
International Programs in early 1998 to establish
the Institute for International Studies. This new
unit was to be headed by a director whose position was jointly funded by the University and
the ESL program. Anticipation was high that
this integmted unit would be in a stronger position to support University students and faculty
to undertake internationalization projects and
studies more cooperatively since it operated
directly under the provost and was accessible to
all the colleges and student-service units across
campus. This unit, moreover, would have the
added benefit of access to financial resources
previously unavailable from state funds alone.
The University's evolved vision of the potential
of the ESL program thus became dual: It was to
be the University's main arm for enrolling more
international students while also serving as an
internationalization resource to the coJJeges.
By the middle of 1999, the ESL program and
liS directors decided, since prospects for growth
continued to look realistic, it was time to
appoint three additional full-time instructors on
existing vacant lines for many of the positive
reasons Jenkins cites in his commentary, even
though the program's recruitment stakes would
be higher, as this new staffing configuration
would be significantly more expensive.
By the year 2000, however, one of the
assumptions on which this expectation depended, namely steady enrollment growth, began to
crack, as economic downturns in the area of the
world that had been sending by far the greatest
numbers of students for ESL training, Asia
(namely Japan, Taiwan, Korea and especially
Thailand), had the compounding effect of
decreasing enrollments. Moreover, unlike the
'90s, those students whose families did manage
to support their children's ESL study abroad had
begun to invest more in domestic ESL instruction before sending their children to institutions
in the United States. While the average length of

ESL study at MSU throughout the '90s had
exceeded two semesters, the students now coming were passing Murray State entrance requirements, on average, with just a single semester of
ESL training at most, which also is a tribute to
the quality of instruction they were getting here.
This increased recruitment pressure signiiicantly as the student turnover became more rapid.
The upshot of all this was that enrollment of
full-fee-paying students was no longer enough
to cover the program's annual expenses. Over
the span of three years, i.e. the academic years
2000-02, the program exhausted all its accumu·
lated surplus, with this last year's expenses
exceeding revenues by more than $100,000.
And that deficit is still increasing. Given these
negative trends and the impact of 9-11,
prospects for enhancing enrollments of full-feepaying students are bleak. Where the program's
prior reliance on primarily an adjunct teaching
staff allowed simultaneous reductions in teaching capacity according to enrollment size, the
current staffing pattern of full-time instructors
does not allow timely realignment according to
enrollment variqtions. If the current staffing pattern is not changed, projections are that the
deficit would exceed $500,000 in four or five
years. The University cannot sustain this level
of commitment without closing the program
entirely, which is still a possibility if we don't
see enrollments jump again by next spring.
Jenkins then asks the logical question: Is it not
time for the University to step up to the plate
and at the very least cover the liS director's
salary, especially considering the dim enrollment future? That way, perhaps the teachers he
refers to could remain in the program under ,the
same conditions as before, instead of returning
as adjuncts without benefits and at lower pay
beginning this spring.
In my view, given protracted state-funding
declines, if the current director's line was transferred from ESL and reassigned somewhere else
in the University, his responsibilities to the ESL

program would likely be ended. Such a reassignment would not result in a net gain for the
program, since my time as director is spent on
ESL responsibilities such as recruitment and
administrative matters. (I recall that the largest
contingent of full-fee-paying ESL students of
the past two years has come from Thailand which was and remains largely the provost's as
well as my responsibility. International recruitment, much like Murray State's domestic
recruitment strategies, relies very much on
longer-term, face-to-face relationships.) Some·
one else would have to pick up on this and be
paid out of the ESL program.
Today, the University is not in a position to
increase its subsidization of the ESL program,
which it would have to do well beyond its support of the director in order to cover fu11·time
instruction. Last year, all the colleges were
asked to return 2 percent of their assigned budgets because of state-revenue shortfalls. This
year, the impact of revenue shortfalls is expected to require at least as severe a payback. Much
as Jenkins' argument justifies stronger University support of ESL, from my vantage point of
looking at aJI programs, both self-supporting
and otherwise, I cannot see the University
pulling more from its degree programs to do
this.
All this said, I think Jenkins' overall concern
merits full consideration, not just because, given
current trends, the ESL program's survival into
the immediate, and perhaps longer, term will
depend on more University support and not Jess;
but also because the implications of the issues
Jenkins raises extend to the role of the US and
its mission to support internationalization across
the University. The University will have to
come to tenns with its entire internationalization
mission and its capacity to fulfill it more now
than at any time in its recent history.

Mike Basile is director of the Institute for International Studies.

Capture the flag hits campus
On
the

John

Howdy, folks. I am going to keep this
commentary short, simple and to the
point, unlike pretty much everything
else I have written for the paper.
Midterms are upon us. Some of you
may be about to take tests that, depending on what grades you make, cause you
to reconsider if college was such a hot
idea. Or, maybe you have already had
these tests and are currently stuck in
midterm limbo, anxiously awaiting your
grades. Either way, you are probably
under, or have been under, a certain
amount of stress.
I am here to help alleviate that stress.
No, I don't plan on sitting down and
talking to everyone about stress, nor do
I plan on giving relaxing foot rubs to
everyone under stress. However, on that
last part, [ do have to say I have made
many a young lady swoon with the Gibson touch when it comes to foot rubs ...
wink wink, nudge nudge. Ah, I can't
fool you guys. That last part was completely made up, as the young ladies in
question were actually my Transformer
toys. But I digress from my original
point.
Look, what I would like to do to
relieve a lillie stress from people's lives
is to organize a Murray State capture·
the-flag game ... call it the "MSU Cap·
ture the Flag Extravaganza," if you will.
As most people know. there are two
teams in a game of capture the flag. and
it is the goal of each team to capture the
opposing team's flag. This, of course, is
made difficult by the fact that players
can be eliminated from the game if they
are tagged by the enemy, as well as the
fact that the flag might not always be

the easiest thing to find.
I already have spoken to several people who are quite enthusiastic about
playing, and they proposed several pos·
sible mle variations. I am still currently
hammering out the final rules as I write
this, but 1 assure you, they will be very
similar to the rules we used to play by
as kids. As for rhe playing area, it will
depend on the number of people playing. If, for example, there are only 20
people, then we will probably just play
in the Quad. However, if there are a
bazillion or more participants, then the
playing area will be extended to most of
the academic side of campus.
This game is open to everyone, college student or nonstudent, professor or
nonprofessor, male or femaJe, Greek or
non-Greek, geek or nongeek. Heck,
even President Alexander is invited to
att.end. And for those of you reading this
commentary. make sure aU 12 of you
tell your friends and cohorts. The only
thing I ask is that everybody leaves his
or her rivalries at home, as this is a
friendly competition; the only prize will
be bragging rights, and they are not
worth getting into fights.
And for all you resident advisers out
there who need sociaUcommunity programs - I used to be one of you guys,
and I know how easy it is to sometimes
forget you have to do a monthly social
program. I also realize you can easily
use something such as this "MSU Capture the Flag Extravaganza" as a social
program. So why not bring out as many
of your residents as possible? It's a free
program, and all you have to do is
search for a piece of fabric attached to a

pole.
For those of you who think you might
be slow, never fear, because you can't
be the slowest person out there; I myself
happen to have difficulty beating 75·
year-olds with asthma in I 0-meter dashes. Surely you guys have more stamina
than
75-year-olds with
asthma
(although I assure you they put up one
hell of a good race).
One other thing about the game:
Make sure you wear clothes you don't
mind getting a liule dirty, and also try to
bring a bat or some kind of head covering (these will be helpful in determining
who are on what teams when the baule
is raging). ·
Well. that's pretty much it. I just want
to utilize this campus' resources to their
fullest potential, and I think getting a
bunch of people together to play a game
ordinarily played by 12-year-olds is the
perfect way to achieve that goal.
So, if you want to play, get a nice,
healthy dinner of Totino's Party Pizza
in you and come to the steps of Lovett
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Monday. Even
if you have night classes, come out
afterward. On second thought, perhaps
scratch that whole pizza idea, as I am
sure a stomach filled with cheap, greasy
pizza, combined with running around
for quite some time in the heat looking
for a flag, will not mix so well. In fact,
I don't even know why I mentioned
Totino's: it's almost seems like I need
some excuse to throw it into the commentary. Oh well.

John Gibson is a columnist for "The
Murray State News. "

Murray State student battles unrequited love
Unrequited love is the pits. Everyone. at some time, has
had a crush, been infatuated or even (dare I say) been in love
with someone who did not feel the same way. It's one thing
to have feelings for someone you can only admire from afar,
but what do you do when the object of your affections is
someone you have to deal with on a regular basis?
Thinking someone in your humanities class is cute is a
totally different situation than having to hide your true feelings from a good friend. It is a hundred times more difficult
to be honest with someone you really care about than with
someone you hardly know.
Do you risk ending a good friendship by telling the other
person how you really feet. or do you hang on to a good thing
and live with the torture of them not knowing? And believe
me, it can be torture.
Imagine seeing the person while grocery shopping at the
Wal-Mart and almost collapsing with the fear you might say
something stupid. Or, even better, imagine trying to talk to
the person on the phone while sweating like a prostitute in
church just because you want to sound even vaguely desirable.
My buddy Andre has been really good friends with someone we will call "Unattainable." They hang out together and
sec each other on a very regular basis. Andre just realiz.ed he
has feelings for Unattainable ... feelings that tell him he
wants to take the friendship a bit further. Although Andre
knows they got along really well, he only recently saw some
of the qualities in Unattainable he was looking for in "the

one." Andre wants to see if there's something there to pursue.
However, and you just know there had to be a however in
there, Unattainable is in a committed relationship and has
been in that relationship for some time. There is an extremely low probability that Unattainable would be interested in
taking the relationship with Andre to another level, but that
doesn't mean squat to Andre, who can't help the way he
feels. But can he go around confessing his love to everyone
he thinks is "the one''-ish?
So, like many others before him. Andre is forced to make
a heart-wrenching decision: risk rejection and a possible end
to the friendship or keep the friendship and feel wretched
every time he and Unattainable are together.
Personally, I think you have to weigh the prospects very
carefully. What is the possibility the object of your affections
will breathe a sigh of relief and confess he or she felt the
same way but was just afraid to admit it for fear of being
turned down?
On the other hand. what is the possibility of the other person totally freaking out and dashing all your hopes against
the jagged rocks of rejection?
One of Andre's very wise co-workers suggested he consider the reason for revealing his feelings to Unattainable. Was
it to clear his conscience or was it to be honest'?
That's one of the biggest problems when something like
this happens. You always have to do some serious soulsearching. What do 1 want'? What do I need? What does the
other person deserve? What expectations do I have? When is

the new Fleetwood Mac album coming out? Oh wait ... that's
a personal question, but the others are common questions that
must be considered when approaching a situation such as
this. Remember, the choice you make will not only affect
you: someone else's feelings are at stake.
I know it's very easy to feel selfish at a time like this, but
you have to look at the bigger picture and think about what
your decision could mean for the other person.
Think of yourself as balancing precariously on a precipice:
One little pull could put you on solid ground where the grass
is greener, sky is bluer and birds sing a sweeter song (Yes, I
do realize I sounc.llike a cheesy Hallmark card), but, just as
easily, one nudge could send you hurtling hopelessly into the
murky depths of depression.
OK, maybe it isn't that melodramatic, but you know as
well as I do, when you're in a situation like this, your life
seems to take on an uncanny resemblance to a well-scripted
episode of "General Hospital."
Not an easy decision. folks. What would you do? I'm sure
there are a plethora of different scenarios and varying factors
out there, but it all boils down to that one decision.
For the moment. Andre will do the smart thing, disregard
what his heart is telling him and not reveal his feelings to
Unattainable, however painful that is. He would rather be
friends than nothing at all.

Severo A vi/a is opinion editor for

"Th~

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila
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Survey compares states
by Loree Stark
editor in chief
In a report titled "Measuring
Up 2002," researchers at the
National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education mted
the quality of U.S. public universities according to stare.
Six categories were listed in
the "National Report Card,"
including Preparation. Participation. Affordability, Completion. Benefits and Learning.
Kentucky was given a ··c-·• an
Preparation, Participation and
Benefits, a "C" in Affordability
and Completion and an "I" in
learning. In 2000, Kentucky
received a "C" in Preparation,
"D" in Participation, "B" in
Affordability, "C-" in Completion, "D" in Benefits and "I" in
Learning.
" I think it's a useful tool to
comparatively, the word comparatively is key, assess highereducation progression throughout the course of the years,"
University President King
Alexander said.
: Alexander said he took partkular interest in the category
of Affordability because he has

experience in that area.
"It is a little deceptive,"
Alexander said. "I've spent
time working in the finance
area ... and they still have significant problems in bow they
address the issue of affordability. For example, for states that
have a significant amount of
merit-based aid, like the KEES
(Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship) program or
the Georgia Hope scholarship,
those states are significantly
discounted. And the money put
in those programs doesn' t
count toward making higher
education more affordable.''
Alexander said costs, percapita income and need-based
aid were primary factors in the
grading of Affordability, which
is why, without the inclusion of
merit-based aid, Kentucky may
have scored less than expected.
"They're trying to (account
for all factors), and they're getLing better each time," Alexander said. ''There are many factors that contribute to this.
That's why there's an 'I' on
student learning. It is still being
assessed. They're still trying to
figure out ways to compare

National Report Card 2002

Scholarship committee
to improve academics
by Adam L Mathis
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"greater improvements,·· the
grade
for Kentucky has
dropped.
Alexander said the report is
more influential than people
think in legislative arenas and
with othe r agencies ~uch ns the
Council on Postsecondary Education .
"We do have to use these
comparatively ,"
Alexander
said. "But we a lso have to be
cautious about how much
weight we put into these measurements."

states
in student-learning
areas."
Alexander said Kentucky
may have rated as a "B+" in the
Affordability category if me ritbased aid had been considered.
According to the study, Kentucky "remains in very good
standing in the share of family
income required to attend community college and has
improved in need-based financial aid provided to lowincome families." It also stated
that because of other states'

The Interfraternity Council recently
cre<tted a new exploratory scholarship
committee to improve scholasticism
among freshmen fraternity members.
The committee ts chaired by Greg
Gates and composed of a representative
from each fraternity.
IFC President Jon Wright said the
committee was designed to maintain
high academics.
" We knew we had to do something,"
Wright said. "We started looking into it
right after Rush. When we could shift
the focus from Rush to now, we got the
guys in place in the fraternities; then
we started looking into how to mainlllin
their academics. ·•
The committee will utilize the University's retention alert to better monitor and improve the grades of freshmen
fr..tternity members. Gates said.
" Its been my experience when you
have a watchful eye on a subject like
this, grades improve dramatically,"
Gutes said.
Retention alerts are forms, complet·
ed by professors, that alert officials lo
poor student perfonnance, particuJarly
among freshmen, Vice President of

Student Affairs Don Robertson said.
The retention alerts will be used to
inform fratcmilies of which members
need to participate in scholarship programs, which might include assigning
an older member to monitor a freshman's situation and study sessions, said
Gates.
"It is our hope that it will become a
fonnal part of IFC, and then we will
stan utili:dng this ... if a chapter has a
bad semester,'' Gates said "We'll have
a list of different types of programs.
and we'll monitor their progress for
their new members with that."
One of the requirements states that
fraternities must maintain the freshmen-male GPA average, Gates said.
"The goal for this semester is to
monitor the grades of the fre:-;hmen new
members and to try to figure out some
long-term ideas for handling scholarship when it comes to fraternities to
keep our gmdes above the all-male
avcrdge (2.56)," Gates said
Gates said he hopes the changes will
help first-semester frclihmen with good
grades and study habits.
"My opinion on that is that the
response has been very positive," Gates
said. "People are reali:t.ing that this is
not just something that is there."
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Si uation in Iraq

Students, faculty discuss possibility of war
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff wntcr
Students and faculty across campus
gathered to discuss and debate the United
Stales' handling of Iraq at the Freed Curd
Auditorium on Tuesday. The event began
with a teach-in and ended with a round
table.
The teach-in, spon~ored by the College
of Humanitic~ and Fine Arts, featured faculty from the depanments of history. government, law and International affatrs and
provided background information about
Iraq's history, politics. demographics and
culture.
Students said they attended the event for
various reasons.
April Hamlin, freshman from Mayfield,
said she wanted to learn more about Iraq
and was proud of the knowledge she
obtamed.
"I never reali1cd that Iraq wasn't a
nation," Hamlin said.
Director of International Studies

Michael Basile imro<.luccd speakers at the
event and .said the dtscussion W<ls a timely
event.
"A lot of universities have begun to
question this action." Basile said. "It was a
very timely occasion to do this because the
pre~idcm made his speech on Monday and
the U.S. Congress is considering giving the
president authority to intervene.''
Farouk Urnar, chair of the government,
law and international .affairs dcparum.·nt.
and Chris 6icrwinh, history profc..,sor. presented the inforn1ution on Iraq. Included in
the discussion was British control over
Iraq, past Iraqi struggles and what distinguishes lruq from other areas of the world .
Bierwirth spoke about Iraq's false sense
of independence during various periods of
transition and the many coullicting
promisc.s made to Iraq.
Uma.r focused on the difficulty of governing lmq and it being a state and not a
nation.
The round table, :-oponsorcd by Students
for Social Justice, constituted the second

half of the event. Student and faculty representatives delivered brief speeches on
their views, and an open debate was held at
the end.
Topics discussed included the linguistics
of President Bush's speech requesting war,
effects on the children of Iraq in the case of
war, media coverage on lraq and ways to
get involved and make a difference in Murray.
Juan Drougett, senior from Geneva,
Switzerland, was a panel member and
titled his presentation "The Oil Motive.''
"I think Bush is serving his own interests
and the interests of the energy conglomerate,'' he ~>aid.
During the open debate, various opinions were addressed by students and faculty members.
"I don't know what problem (the United
Stmcs is) trying to solve," Kenneth Wolf,
hiiitOry department chair, said. ''That
should be the question, not what's the solution."
Although the event featured a variety of

Margaret Harper/The News

Faculty and students on the panel discuss the nation's relationship with Iraq.
speakers, some students were disappointed
with the diversity of the presenters.
" I would have liked to have seen both
sides, liberal and conservative," Knight

said. "I'm a liberal, but the reason J'm liberal is because I want to find the truth. In
finding the truth, you need all of the information."
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this \veek
•friday
•Key chains - Free
personalized photo
key chains, Curris
Center Rocking Chair
Lounge, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
•Rotaract - Rotaract
Play Day lL I I a.m.,
front of Carr Health
Building. Free food
and a chance to learn
more about Rotaract.
•Cinema International - Gosford
Park, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.

•saturday
· •Parade- Homecoming Parade, 9:30 a.m.,
begins in downtown
Murray, ends at 15th
and Main.
•Tent City - Tent
City
Homecoming
Festival, ll a.m. to
2:30 p.m., Roy Stewart Stadium. Free
admission.
•FootbaJI Game
Murray State vs. Tennessee Tech, 3 p.m.
Students receive free
admission with Racercard.
•Cinema International
Gosford
Park, 7:30p.m., Curcis Center Theater.
Free admission.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
~college life editor: Erin Richarcb

college life

phone: 762--4480

by Kyser Lough
collcg~

life t.'ditor

On-campus organizations are
staying aue to the Homecoming
2002 theme by coming together to
work on parade floats.
Alpha Sigma Phi collaborated
with the lntemational Student
Organization, Black Student
Council and National Pan-Hellenic
Council for a float Residents from
Springer, Franklin, Hester, White,
Regents, Richmond and Hart also
have decided to combine their
efforts.
Alpha Sigma Phl member
Matthew Forrest, senior from
Lewisburg, said his fraternity
wanted to break the mold
of what usually is done
for a Greek float.
"Our float'\
are normally a
fraternity
and soror-

ity working together," Forrest said.
Franklin College president
Rhonda Felts, sophomore from
Franklin, said the idea for making
one residentlal college float originated in White College.
"I always thought the (individual) residential-college noats
looked hokey next to all the .other
ones," said Bonnie Higginson, faculty head of White. "I thought that
th1s way we could work together to
create a float we'd be proud of."
However, two of the colleges
had already started
work on their floats,

H

•Admissions - Last
~ay to enroll in any
recond half-semester
fOUrse, 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Sparks Hall registration office.
~Career Fair - Fall
f:areer Fair, 10 a.m. to
~ p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom.
•SGA - Student Govrnment Association
cnate meeting, 5
.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
~re welcome.
•Dance - Cardio hiphop session, 6:30 to 8
'p.m., Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
•Meeting - Students
for Social Justice
organizational meetIng, 8 p.m., Curris
• Center
Tennessee
Room

t

•thursday

r•Cinema
•

International - "Divided We
Fall," 7;30 p.m., Curcis Center Theater.
~Free admission.

News

(From left to right) Amand a White, senior from Wayne City,
Ill., Jane Ha ll, faculty head of Spr inger/Franklin, and Rhond a Felts, sophomore from Franklin, work on th eir float.
(Left) Carissa Na\'8rro, sophomore from Clarksville, Tenn.,
adds letters to a puzzle piece th at will sit on top of the float.
power and funding, the colleges
were able to make a larger, more
detailed tloat this year.
The noat itself is a depiction of
Roy Stewart Stadium and the
newly constructed Alumni Center.
Scattered around the field are pu7.zle pieces with nantes of campus
organi111tions on them. White said
residential-college crests on pu1.1.Je
pieces will border the floaL
"I think it promotes the theme
well because we all came together
to work on one float,'' Swartz said.
The Alpha Sigma Phi, ISO,

BSC and NPHC float will display
flags from different nations and
include members from all four
organizations walking alongside it
during the Homt..'COming Parade,
Forrest said.
The groups were uncertain
whether they would work together
on a lloat in the future, but were
optimistic about the idea.
"I think it would be nice to work
together in the future, but we'll
have to see what the residentialcollege councils want to do,'' Higginson said.

contributing writer
A quaint little shop nestled behind a small. white picket fence and
garden tables, Gloria's International Market and Restaurant is easy to
miss. Inside, the small store is lined with shelf after shelf of interest- .
ing groceries, dishes and trinkets from more than 15 countries around
the world.
Four years ago. Gloria Shull had a dream to own her own restaurant.
"I would go to all of these restaurants and sec things that I liked and
didn't like, and I would always say, 'When I own a restaurant, I am
going to do this, or when 1 own a restaurant, I am going to do that,'
and one day, everything just worked out," Shull said. "'This restaurant
is really a blessing for us (Shull and her husband)."
Being on campus has allowed Shull to use her restaurant to reach
both international and American students. She said her restaurant is
her missionary work in life and ta~es pride in her efforts to teach tolerance of other cultures.
''I have so much love for people and for God," Shull said, "I had a
dream when I was a little girl. I saw so many children. and I just had
the need to feed them. I still have that need. I also feel like in some
sense l am adding toward world peace by uniting other nationaJjties.
·•we receive! so much love in this place, our customers are really
like family.''
Cindy Johnson, freshman from Jackson, Tenn., said she enjoys eating at the restaurant.
"One of the things that will bring me back to Gloria's is the genuine
kindness that the Shulls show every student that walks into their store
and the Jove that they have to educate others about other cultures all
over the world," Johnson said. 'There are so many things that I have
been ignorant to, but I think Gloria's has opened my eyes a little to
cultures other than my own."
' The menu at Gloria's changes daily because of customers' tastes
and current trends. With fruit teas, French coffees and specials such
as sticky rice topped with a curry-seasoned pot roast, Shull said a constantly changing menu keeps her customers interested and coming
back for more.
"We have a wonderful soup that people love," Shull said. "I have

LE

in the wall
Forget about all those
mainstream restaurants.
Murray is home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This new series will explore
some eateries you may not
have previously included on
your dining agenda - places
you can't find anywhere but
in good 'ol Murray.
Check 'em out.

•

~wednesday

'They were all in favor of it and a
little surprised," said Forrest.
"None of us have ever done anything like this before."
Hester College President Kelly
Swartz, junior from Evansville,
said she thought working together
was a good idea.
"It brings together the colleges
and lets you meet more residents,"
Swartz said. "Also, sometimes the
colleges have problems finding
enough people to help. This way,
there's enough help."
Forrest said the collaboration
will generate a positive reaction
from students.
"What better way to show the
theme'!' Forrest asked.
Felts ~aid she was skeptical in
the beginning, but changed her
mind after construction began.
"At first, 1 didn't think I would
lilce it.. but I do now," Felts said.
"We're all working together as a
residential-college system."
Higginson agreed.
'1t's going really quite well, and
Jots of credit goes to
Springer/Franklin for organizing it
and dividing up the responsibilities," Higginson said.
In order to coordinate the many
volunteers. Felts and Springer
President Amanda White, senior
from Wayne City, Ill., divided up
the tasks among the colleges.
Each college started out independently on a certain piece of the
float. Once the basic parts were
completed, the effort!> were united.
Because of the combined man-

by Lauren Drake

just another

•monday

•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Concert - Wind
Ensemble Concert, 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

so the proposal was rejected.
Member~ of Springer/Franklin
decided they still wanted to collaborate on a float, so they invited
other residential colleges to work
with them.
Alpha Sigma Phi developed
their !lout after member Sam
Arnett, senior from Murray, proposed the idea.
"I've visited Germany and have
friends from there and Belize as
well." Arnett said. "We started
talking one day and the idea came
around.''
Arnett said he wanted to
increase awareness about
different cultures
because he
believes there
is a great deal
of
cultural
ignorance in
America.
The ftrst group
contacted by
Alpha Sigma
Phi was
NPHS.

Gloria's International Market and Restaurant
offers unique dining experience, atmosphere

•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Bible Study - Murr.ly Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

•tuesday

october 11, 2002

Float teams get by with help from their friends

• sunday

•Admissions - Second
half-semester
courses begin.
•Clinic- ''Women on
Wheels," hands-on
car maintenance seminar for women, 3:30
~.m., Beshear Gym.
Free admission.
•Panel Discussion
"New Perspectives on
an Age-Old Problem;
Rape and Sexual
Assault," 5 p.m.,
Freed Curd Auditorium. Free admission.
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JO
14
15
16

17
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
29
32
35
37
38

39
42
43

44
45
46
48
49
51

Hold fast
Pilgrimage to
Mecca
Racetrack figures
"Peanuts"
character
Sea eagle
Suitor
State bird?
Legendary
Dry ravine in
Africa
Want
Watery impact
Call from baby
Seat
Boxing great
lniquilous
Scot's cap
Medicated
Declare
Rounds or
clips
State bird?
Part of the eye
Speech subtlety
Dunkable treat
Bird's beak
l ntegnty
Attempt
Muslim holy
men
Building
wings

53

Caspian stur-

18

geon
55
57
60
61
64

65
66
67
68
69

Period of note
Particle
Revise text
State bird?
Feed the kitty
Hawaiian port
Of an ecological sequence
Calendar units
Lambaste
Prepared to
propose

DOWN
1

2

3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Talon
Robert M. Pirsig novel
Irrelevancy
Region on the
Nile
Org. founded
by Juliette
Low
Foremost posi·
tion
Circle parts
Genetic letters
Twangy
instrument
Old manuscript symbols
Emporium
Rai!-.ed platform
Ofthiskind

23

25
26
27
28
30
31
33
34
36
38
40

Queen's
address
Buddy
Skin style
Thin pancakes
Govt. in power
Longest river
of France
Bricklayers
Sheep!ike
Love affair
"_Python's
Hying Circus''
Superman's
letter
In the past
Shows intestinat fortitude

41
46
47
50
52

53
54
55
56

58
59
62
63

Pastoral poem
Shrew
Rip
Muffles
Heavily burde ned
Rosary piece
St. Vincent
Millay
First lady of
scat
Sufficient
space
Roundish
shape
Thaw
Lubricate
Inquire

photo by Margaret Harper/The New.~
Gloria Shull takes orders from J essica Brown, sophomore
from Paducah (left), and Tai Orten, freshman from Murray.
:-;ccn some of the same people sitting here in this store, eating the same
soup, day after day.''
Gloria also has pcrsonul favorites she likes to pass along to customers.
"I Jove Indian and Indonesian food. It'~ really an experience;• Shull
suid. "With Indian and Indonesian fooJ, things are cooked in layer.;.
so you are always tasting different spices and different navors. I really Jove the spices that arc involved with Indian food."
Jamie Danner, junior from Woodlawn, Ill., said she has always
enjoyed Gloria's.
"I have always been impressed with the food that Gloria offers," '
Danner said. " I have been able to try so many different foods at Gloria':>, and it has really opened my taste buds up to different things. I
haven't been disappointed yet."
Gloria's International Market and Restaurant is located directly
across from Pogue Lihmry on 15th Street and b open for lunch and
dinner.

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert wmiams
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Designing wood

this \veek
•music
1. Elvis Presley - "Eiv 1s: 30
#1 Hits''

2. The Rolling Stones "Fm1y Licks"
3. Xzibit- "Man vs. Machine"
4. Soundtrack- "American
Idol: Greatest Moments"
5. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
Source; Associated Press

•movies
1. Red Dragon
Starring Anthony Hopkins
2. Sweet Home Alabama
Starring Reese Witherspoon
3. The Thxedo
Starring Jackie Chan and Jennifer Love Hewitt
4. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone

5. Barbershop
Starring lee Cube
Source: Associated Press
8

books

1. Stephen King- "From a
Buick 8"
2. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"

3. Patricia Cornwell - "Isle
of Dogs"
4. Nicholas Sparks - "Nights
in Rodanthe"
5. Nora Roberts- "Going
Home"
Source: Associated Press

•website
www.fortunecity.com/tattooine/wilhelm/148/players2.ht
ml
If you do not understand this
week's Professor Hobo comic
strip, you are not alone. This Web
site gtves a basic look into temporal p.b.Y!iics, whi.ch ~ically
deals with time travel.

9
road trip

Exhibit celebrates 20 years of functional 'art
by Erin Richards
assistant college life editor
When Murray State Uri professor Paul Sa<;so
says he gets "married" to his students for four or
live years as they mature into pmfessional woodworkers, he may be underel>timating the extent of
his influence.
Sasso's relationship with his students uoes not
end after they earn degrees, nor after they spenu
the requ1red hours carvmg. sawing and sanding in
the woodshop. asking for Sasso's advice on how
to make urawers move ~moothly and tables stand
level.
Though his students often .scatter across the
country after graduation to pursue career.. making
some of the art industry's most eclectic furniture,
Sru;so can recall where all the successful ones are
working. studying or teaching.
This weekend, dozens of Sasso's fom1er
·•spouses" will return from their thriving woodworking studios or galleries in places such as Colorado, New York City and Washington, D.C.. to
attend the opening of "20 Years of Functional
Design at Murray State," an exhibit at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of 40 pieces of an furniture created by more than 25 woodworking alumni and a
handful of Sasso's promising ~tudents .
"This exhibit is really special because it not
only celebrates Sasso's 20th anniversary here, but
because the artists who actually made the work
are planning on attending the show,'' Jim Bryant,
gallery director, .said. "We often have exhibits
(like this one) that feature pieces of exceptional
quality from artists around the nation, but we
don't always have the artists here to talk about
them."
Quality and creativity are attributes S<L'>SO has
encouraged since he mstituted the Functional
Design and Wood progrum.
Although the program is widely respecteu at
major art institutions, few student!\ reali1e Murray
State's functional design curriculum is one of a
handful of such programs in the nation.
"I started this program in 1982 to be part of a
new realm of emerging art called the 'studio furniture movement,' which features the creation of
contemporary, one-of-a-kind production pieces,''
Sasso ~aid. "I survived in college by making furniture for people. and when I came to teach :tt
Murray, I combined an, wood and metal work
into one program."
Although students commonly come to Murray
State with an interest in drawing and painting,
many become addicted after taking a woodworking class. Sasso said.
The program sucked John Fron1a in four years
ago when he entered as an art major unsure of his
emphasis. After the :;enior from Tampa, Fla., took

..

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don 't let your
weekend suffer. AU you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Murray - The 438th Military Police
Company of the Kentucky National
Guard will be honored Sunday
before they are deployed Thursday.
"A Community Salute" will take
place at I p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center. For more information, phone 759-2199.

photos courtesy of Jim Bry.1nt

Sasso's introductory woodworking class, he was
hooked.
"I like making funcional objects - you can't
buy these in a ~tore," Fron1a );aid. "I Jon 't want to
make static an. I like making things people will
uti lite."
Fronl.H said his favorite creation is a tall,
mahagony and Brazilian-tiger-wnod dresser,
which currl·ntly 'lands in the Eagle Gallery
among the other ab:>tract furniture pieces including brilliantly colored clocks, elaborate mirror!., a
unique torm of Chinese Checkers, a four-poster
bed and wiklly crafted tables.
.
The dresser. which Fronza titled "Gm!," is a'
much a reference to the frustration he experienced
in its creation as it is to the actual medium.
"It wac; re<~lly difficult to figure out how to build
it," Fronza suiu. "On the surface it looks very simple, but it took a lot of problem solving to figure
out how to make sure it was level and that the
drawer panels were parallel und didn't stick."
Sasso is well-aware of the difficulty in making
serviceable. yet anJStic, furniture, and said the
most successful students are imuitive and have the
l<•~ic neces,ary for making things.
While the craftsman stood in the ar1 gallery surrounded by the creations of artisb whose talents
all took shape under his instruction, Sasso talked
about how he refines his students' t\Kills by trying
to give them a sense of their work being more than
just a bo~C ;.It .has to have intelle-ct .
"This is some pretty risque work: it's stuff
that's not being done anywhere,'' Sasso said while
passing by n gracefully twisted clock con:.tructed

Relax, Worship,
Experience!

(Left) "'Grrr!," a dresser by
John Fronza, senior from
Tampa, Fla., and (Above)
"The \~mit Comet," a clock
created by 'lbmmy Mont·
gomery, senior from Owensboro, are part of the " 20 Years
of Functional Design" exhibit.

by alumnus Brent Skidmore that looked more like
it belonged in the break room of a spaceship than
in a small-town art gallery. "Our students come
away with a real sense of themselves and their
creativity, and it's recognized uut there."
Front.a said he believes the nurturing atmosphere of the woodworking program and an
department in general is what produces such qualified artists.
"All the people who are serious about art here
are well taken care of by the faculty," Fronza said.
As a strong believer in exposing his young
artists to as many different styles and perspectives
JS possible. Sasso comes up with scholarships
every year for promising students to pursue an
workshops in Colorado and other parts of the
country Fronza said he has met many successful
Murray State alumni at workshops who are "out
there making it."
When tho.-;e same anists return this weekend,
they will have lots to talk about- their artwork,
careers. advice to current students - but especially their appreciation for Sasso's role in shaping
their talents.
Bryant said the large artwork display and the
fact that forml!r .~tudents are making furniture in
all different regions of the United States is a testament to the J\trength of the program and Sasso's
instruction. Fronza agreed.
"Sasso is not just a good teacher. he's a mentor
to a lot of people." Fronta said. 'There won't be a
person in here on Frfday iliat wouloo't say thaT'
Paul wus instrumental in getting them to where
they are now."'

1---------'•
•t hour drive

Paducah • The Ans in Action festival will be going on all weekend in
the downtown area. Many artists
will set up on the Quilt Museum
lawn to show how they create their
art. There will also be a drama performance portraying Paducah's History. The drama performance will
feature actors bringing the charuc- '
ters on the flood-wall mural to life. '

• 2 hour drive

Bowling Green - Check out lhe ,
only place in America where '
Corvette~ are assembled lhis weekend at the Kentucky Corvette factory. Also take a visit next door to the
Kentucky Corvette Museum. Tours
of lhe factory are given at 9 a.m.
and I p.m. For more information,
phone 800..53VEITE.

• 3 hour drive
Louisville - Catch '70s hard rocker

Alice Cooper on Sunday night as he
performs at the Louisville Palace.
Cooper, the artist behind hits such_
as "School's Out" and "No More
Mr. Nice Guy," earned his reputation by making his concertS into
more than just musical performances. For ticket information.
phone (502) 361-3100.

Management Trainee
This program is a structured two-year program for new college graduates, where you are
introduced to the CINTAS corporate culture, the uniform rental and sale business as well as
production and service management all in preparation for an accelerated career path.
Candidates should have an excellent work ethic, proven leadership skills and a record of
achievement, both in and out of school. Our Management Trainees have a strong desire to .
move ahead and are not afraid of a challenge. Hard work and success in each assignment
leads to rapid advancement in responsibility and in compensation. At CINTAS, its
performance that counts!

Sales Trainee
Are you seeking a Sales opportunity but have no experience? Join the team that has made
CINTAS, The Uniform People, an industry leader! As a Sales Trainee, you wilJ support and
improve the performance of CINTAS Sales Reps while gaining the skills and experience
necessary to sell rental services and ancillary products. Thorough coaching and mentoring is
provided through classroom and hands-on field training. The ideal candidate will be
self-disciplined, enthusiastic, professional, and able to work in an environment where higher
standards of performance are expected and achieved. If you would thrive in this highly
charged, exciting environment, there could be a place for you on our team!

The NET is a praise and worship
experience for Murray State
students each Sunday at 8 p.m.

CINTAS designs, manufactures, and implements.corporate identity uniform programs which
it rents and sells to customers throughout the US and Canada. · CINTAS also provides
additional services, including entrance mats, sanitation supplies, and first-aid products and
services. CINTAS provides these highly specialized services to businesses of all types from small service companies to major corporations that employ thousands of people.
Everyday almost four million Americans go to work in a CINTAS uniform.
Cintas offers a competitive salary and benefits package; Medical, Dental and Vision
Insurance after 30 days. Employer Paid Short Term Disability Insurance and Employer Paid
Group Ufe Insurance as well as discounted Voluntary Life Insurance. Company funded
Profit Sharing and Employee Stock Ownership. 401(k), Paid Holidays, Paid Sick Days, Paid
Vacation, Credit Union, and Direct Deposit.

To learn more about career opportunities at Cintas,
stop by and visit us on Wednesday, October 16, 2002.

Refreslunents will be served.
A van will be at Hart Hall at 7:45p.m. every
Sunday for evenirig worship.
203 S. 4th St.

753-1854

Career Fair- grd Aoor of the Curris Center 10:00 am-2:00p.m. or
Informational Meeting • The Cumberland Room 5:30 p.m.
For consideration, send cover letter & resume to:

Cintas
7233 Enterprise Park Drive
Evansville, IN 47715
e-mail: hr314@clntas.com
www.cintas.com
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British invasion hits Murray State
by Michael Driver
staff writer
Forget "The Ed Sullivan Show." The
Bealles are coming to the Regional Special Events Center.
That may not be quite true, but 1964:
The Tribute, a Beatles tribute band, may
he the next best thing to seeing the Fab
Four in concert. The Liverpool-lad lookalikes will take the stage at 7 p.m. Saturday at the RSEC.
The band has done its best to recreate a
Beatles concert from the time before
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club
Band" with songs such as "A Hard Day's
Night," "Long Tall Sally" and "Rock 'n'
Roll Music."
"They're dressed to look like the Bea-

ties," Brandon Powell, Student Government Association vice president, said.
"They sound like the Beatles."
As important as Beatie boots, costumes and Vox amplifiers are to the
authenticity of the show, if 1964 members could not act, sing and play like the
Beatles, it would not be the same. said
She!Jey Todd, RSEC facility manager.
"I had in their CD, and I was playing it,
and one of the students came in and said,
'I didn't know you liked the Beatles,'
and I was like, ·r do like the Beatles, but
this is 1964: The Tribute,'" Todd said.
"(I was) real impressed with the sound
and how realistic they are.''
Apple Corps Ltd., the record company
founded by the Beatles in 1968, has even
allowed 1964: The Tribute to claim the

moniker "The No. I Beatles Show in the
World.'' according to the group's Web
site, although Apple itself does not
endorse the group.
The theme of Homecoming this year is
"Come Together," the same name as a
popular Beatles song. and SGA members
said having 1964: The Tribute suits the
theme well, Powell said.
"One of my favorite things that I've
noticed that's happening is a lot of students are bringing their parents," Todd
said. "And what's better for 'Come
Together' than students at this age wanting to bring their parents?''
The band's ability to be something
alumni. students and the public can enjoy
was a factor in its selection, Powell said.
A large number of tickets are being

sold to people not associated with Homecoming, a surprise for the RSEC staff.
Todd said.
However, 1964: The Tribute is not a
sudden phenomenon, and some who
have seen them before were so
impressed, they wanted to see them
again. Todd said.
Mark Benson (John), Gary Grimes
(Paul), James Pou (George) and Greg
George (Ringo) spent a great deal of time
researching the look, mannerisms and
sound of the Beatles. according to the
group's Web site.
This research led band members to add
a theatrical aspect to their performances,
which have included concerts at the 1996
Summer Olympics in Atlanta and the
Philharmonic HaJJ in Liverpool, Eng-

:
land.
"They assume the roles of the Beatles," Todd said. "They talk (on stage).
and their conversation back and forth
with each other is all in character."
Powell said the band should get positive reactions from students.
"I think that if the students will give
them a chance that it will be worth their
time," Powell said.
Tickets for 1964: The Tribute are $10
for students and $ 15 for the general public. Tickets are available at the RSEC
box office and Tent City.
Said Todd: "It's going to be a really
neat, fun atmosphere for Murray State
students and their parents to come
together, no pun intended, and have a
good time."

KEELHAUL
WHAT ARE YOU UP TO,
SEA-D06?

PROFESSOR HOBO
WHArs ON THIS FlOOR?
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Nana s Place

ca... to Catapu at
804 Coldwater Road
'719'ZD4

Cab
753-TAXI

A loving Oaycue

* 6am·1 am
* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins

* Higher Scope Curriculum

24 Hour Service

* Large Fenced-in backyard (kids safety)

·S t u d e n t

D i s c o u n t s·

Get the stats on:
NCAA Football, NCAA Basketball

NFL, MLB, & NBA

Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee

Get Your Personalized
Photo Keychain!
Friday, October 11
10 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Wedne&day
Spaghetti !ipedal

s1.gg

'-

2nd floor
Curris Center
Rocking Chair
Lounge

• Murray •

---$1.99 - - -

Five Star Service Guaranteed

DINNER SALAD - $1.19

Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

970 Chestnut St.

bank.@

--SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

SOFT DRINK - $0.79

Pagliai'i Pizza

753-2975

1111 Main Street • P .0. Box 1369
Murray, KY 42071

DELIVERY
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-----------------------Alew £ife ehristian Bookstore

~

AVAILABLE!~

G
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$1.00 Off Any

20% off any 1 full price item in store.

R

Large Sandwich

Cimit 1 coupon per customer.
Expires Nov. 2nd

A

Homecoming Celebration

(bring in coupon)

OR
$.50 Off Any

c

.·::::.

,;i::. :{~~~it

• 5th and Main • 753-16ZZ • Court Square
• www.newlife-bookstore .com •
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Discredited Homecoming opens OVC play
vvriter picks
playoff wins
by Seth Combs
MalT writer

ff you had taken a poll at the beginning of the baseball playoffs and osked what team is going to win the World Series,
the top four answers probably would have been New York,
Oakland, Arizona und Atlanta. Well. I guess that goes to show
just what can happen in a ~hort five-game series. as all of the
favornes are now spending the rest of October fishing (With
my Chicago Cubs}. So, with Anaheim, Minnesota, San Francisco and St. Louis left, which i'i in the driver's seat now'?
Let's take a look.
Anaheim v~o. Minnesota'
If you had tokl someone before this season that the Angels

or the Twins were going to be in the World Series, the
response prtlbably would have heen something like, "Here's
some d11Jg money. now get away from me." These two teams
match up fairly evenly, but l have to givl! the edge to Minnesota. Why, you ask? Well, r II tell you. Each team is very
strong on the mound. both !>Ianing and out of the bullpen.
While Anaheim scored more nms this year (fourth in the
American League) than Minnesota. the way it scored all those
nms plays to the strength of the Twins - their defense. Anaheim is 11 (eam that relies on making contact and getting many
base hits.. l'hey don' t walk much and don't hit many home:
runs. Wijile the Twins' offense isn't quite as good as the;
AngeJ ..;. they should hit the ball out of the park a few times
and pitch and l'atch the ball well enough to hold off the Rally
Monkey-led Angels.
Prediction: Twins in six
(Note; As I run writing this. the Twins have gone up in the
'I
series 1-0. and f'm happy, since hopefully l will regain some of the credibility I lost with the NFL preview,)
St. Louis vs. San Francisco
Well, f'm about as biased as one
can get here, since I am a Cubs fan and.
by definition, hate the stinking Cardinals. But, hate them or not. I still think
this series is going down to the wire.
The Giants are led by the greatest hitter
anyone reading this has ever seen
(unless any of you ever saw Babe Ruth
play). Barry Bonds is a one-man wrecking crew, and all of the blabber about
him being a choker should end afler this
postseason . Throw in Jeff Kent. Rich
Nick
Aurillia and Reggie
Sanders. and
you've got a potent offense. The CardiBatts
nal\ are no slouches with the stick,
ehhe.r, with Jim Edmonds. Albert
"Barry Bonds' Pujols, J.b Drew and (maybe) Scott
~
will carry the ~ole~
What this series should come
load, [md the ilown to is pit~hing. The Cards have
Gianl~
will one ace in .Mmt Morris and u group of
starters who can range anywhere
advante
to other
from serviceable to crappy. The Giants,
play the Twins on the other hand. lack an ace but have
m lhe Fall a group of solid. if nol spectacular,
starters. Morris should be good enough
Classic."
for two wins for the Cards, but I see this

coming down to game seven, 10 which
case Barry Bonds will carry the load,
and the Giunts will advance to play the Twins in the Fall Classic.
Prediction: Giants in seven
Now that all of that is out tlf the way ...
Random stuff:
- The Jacksonville Jaguars might be good now that the
front office seem~ to have come to tenns with Fred Taylor's
groin. 1
-I think I might be the new third-string quarterback for the
St. Louis R.ams
-Alex RodngueJ. and Barry Bonds are the MVPs this yr.:ar,
and anyone who disagrees is either an idiot or knows bftseball
as well as John Gibson.
-Direct quote this week from Indianapolis Colts' quarterback Peyton Manning: "The Bengals are a good learn.'' Huh?
The Bengals? l think Miami could beat the Bengals. and I'm
speaking of the Hurricanes.
- If I were placed in a room '.\ ith John Madden. Tim
McCarver, Jo~ Thei-;munn and Joe Morgan, I would find
somet~ing sharp to try and rupture my eardrums.
-The Cubs are taking years off my life at an alarming rate. ·
Jf they don't put a good team on the field soon. rll be dead by
50.
-"Grand Theft Auto: Vice City" is going to be the greatest
video game ever made. Just thought I'd throw that in there.
-Can the Oaklgn~ Ra~ders b~ this goqd? At th.eir ages, th!!Y
should be worrying about getting home in time to watch
"Matlock." not scoring 40 points a game every week.
-Tampa Bay Buccaneers Head Coach John Gruden gives
me nightmares. ls there a scarier man on the planet?
- New York Knicks forward Latrell Spreewell a.llegedly
broke his hand punching the boyfriend of a woman who vomIted on his boat, and then Spreewell neglected to tell the
Knick!. for two weeks. I can't really even add anything to that.
Quick picks for the big games Saturday: Texas over Oklahoma, Miami over Flonda State and Tennessee over Georgia.
or t>xactl)' the opposite. I don't know what I'm talking: about.
- Finally, don't forget to read "On the John" this week for
dewils on how 10 get involved in the biggest. baddest, tlagcapturirig-est game of capture-the-llag next week.
Nick flam is a uaff writer for "The Murray Swre News.''

OVC Football
Standings

The Racers open up Ohio Valley
Conference play at 3 p.m. Saturday
when they face off against Tennessee Tech in the MSU Homecoming game.
After a tough loss two weeks ago
to Indiana State the Racers have
used their bye week to prepare for
the OVC·opening contest.
"We're looking forward to starting OVC play," Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "I think our kids are
closer together than we've ever been
since I've been here. When you have
two tough losses like we had, you
either come closer together or get
further apart. If we can find a way to
win, I think everything will come
together for us in the league."
Murray State (1-3) comes into Saturday's game the only OVC teilm
that has not played a conference
game thus far this season. TIU (2-4,
0-1 OVC) already has an OVC game
in its loss column, a game played
against Eastern Illinois last week.
Pannunzio is optimistic about the
upcoming game, but not over-confident going into a game against a
soHd Tennessee Tech squad.
'1'm impressed with them/' Pannunzio said. /'They always play
great defense/ and it looks like their
offense is coming around. They're
always a well-coached football team,
and they play hard."
TIU's offense seems to be the wild
card going into the game but
according to Pannunzio, TSU is
looking a little better than usual in
that department.
"They're a little better offensively
than they've been in the past," said
Pannunzio. "They've got a good
receiver in Derek Lee, who's a tall
guy that makes plays for them. Their
running back, Jason Ballard, is exciting to watch, and the quarterback,
Robert Craft, is a young guy, but
he's got good numbers."
Possibly the biggest challenge facing the Racers is how to deal with
1

1

TIU's no-huddle offense. Memphis
successfully used the same strategy
against the Racers earlier this sea·
son.
"It's the same kind of thing that
Memphis runs nnd has traditionally
caused us problems, so we're going
to have to spend a lot of time this
week with our offense going
through some no-huddle stuff to
prepare our defense," Pannunzio
said.
Senior center josh Foster agreed
and said the Racers need to be
relentless.
"We just haven't got the breaks
yet," Foster said. 'This past two
weeks, we've just gotten back to the
fundamentals, and all we're going to
do is keep playing our game."
1

The Racers will come into the
game with an imposing ground
attack, averaging 254 yards a game.
Senior Billy Blanchard leads MSU
with 104 yards per game, followed
by frestunan Ron Lane (52.5 yards
per game) and sophomore Ulysses
Odoms (46.8 yards per game). MSU
is also averaging 255 points and
just under 400 yards of total offense
a game.
The endurance of the Racer
defense could be a concern Saturday. Jn per-quarter scoring this season. MSU has run neck and neck
with opponents in the first two
quarters this season, but was
outscored 39-17 in the third quarter
and 42-27 in the fourth.
Pannunzio said he is excited about

by Amanda Lee
assistant :;pons t>dimr
The Murray State volleyball team dominated its
last three matches, shutting out Tennessee Tech.
Austin Peay and Tennessee State to give the Racers
a 4-4 record m the Ohio Valley Conference.
MSU capped its streak Tuesday night again1it
TSU. outplaying the Tigers 30-19, 30- 15. 30-18.
The victory was a team effort as the Racers, 5-9,
received solid performances from all nine players,
despite c;ome injuries and illnesses.
"We're still having some health problems,'' Head
Coach David Schwepker said. "Everyone just has to
play through it, though, because there's no one else
to play."
Schwepker said senior outside hitter Lindv Northcutt had some shoulder pain that hindered her
against TSU. Nonhcutt was still able to post 13 digs
and six kills.
The Racers were led b.y freshman outside hitter
Paige Sun, who posted a double-double with 19 kills
and 13 digs. Sun gained two aces for MSU, as did
senior middle blocker Traci Buck.
"Everything's just flowing right now," said senior
libero Chrissy Dabbert. who had 12 digs against the
Tigers.
Senior middle hitter Sam Schmitt posted a match-

Jenny Hahn/The News

Head Coach Dave Scbwepker and teammates
look on as Murray State senior libero Chrissy
Dabbert sets a ball dur ing the Racers' shutout
victory against Tennessee State.

Eastern Kenn1cky
Ea~tcrn Olinois
Tenne~c-~artin

Tenncs~e Tech

Murray State
Tenn~ssee State

OveraU
4-2

them in."
.
Wednesday. MSU scored early and often against
the Lady Governors, knocking in two goat:.. in the
opening I0 minutes of the game
Junior midfielder Cmily Schaller scored her second goal of the season nearly two minutes into the
game. Reedy then tacked on her sixth goal of the
season in the lOth minute for MSU.
Despite the early lead. MSU was hounded by
Pe<Jy's defense for the remainder of the game and
led by only one goal afier APSU's Kaylee Yago
scored her team's first goal in the 45th minute of
play.
"Another thing we rt!ally have to work on is getting a liule ~eparation from some of these teams,"
Mimetli said. "If y(W get that third and fourth goat,
it really tul-.cs the wind out of their .sails."

by Chris Jung
sports t>ditor
After falling 1-0 to the University of Louisville
last week. the Murray State soccer team (6-5. 2-0
Ohio Valley Conferen~e) has pulled offtwo-cunsecutive VICtories and is tied atop the OVC standings.
This week. MSU came out on top with a 2-l overtime win Saturday at Morehead State and a 3-1 decision Wednesday over first-year program Austin
Peay.
''We've been in tight games ever since we played
(UniversiLy of Tennessee),'' Head Coach Mike
Minielli said. "We went through a rough patch
there, but our main problem has been finishing in
front of the goal. We're doing a good job of creating
chances, but we just haven't been able to J...nock

~-2

J-2
2·4

2-4
1·3

1-5

ovc Overall
Temwssec-Martin
Murray State
SEMO
Tennessee lcch
Eastern Jllinois
Morehead Stale
Austin Peay

2-0
2-0
1-0
2-1

8-2-1

0-1

5·6·1

0-2

1-8·0

0-3

7-2-2
6-5·2
7·4-1

0-8-2

1

high four blocks and seven kills. while fr!!shman sd1~r
Nikki Wong had 31 assists. seven kills ond ()nc block.
"We finally staned coming togt·thcr and ~onununi 
cating." Dabbcrt said.
MSU began its ~trcak a week ago at Tennessee Tech.
The Racers won 31-29, 30·21. J0-27.
''We've had ~ome close game~ v.herc we lost,''
Schwepker said. "TI1ere was a point the girls thought
they weren't any good."
Northcutt, v.ho served for live-~traight poinh iu thr
first game lo give the Ra~ers the le<1d, had a tt·am-high
15 digs. Dabben had 12 digs, while .~enwr d.t·t'rnsivc
specialist Eleanor Reed added II dig:; und lnur aces.
Wong again posted the mutch-high wi1h 36 nssist'>
and led the team in blocks ·with two.
The Racers continued to domin:ttc their OVC match ·
e~ Saturday at Austin Peay. Murray State topped APSIJ
32-30. 30-27, J0-18.
Sun recorded another double-double in the mat..h a.-.
she posted match-highs in ki lis and digs with 28 und 19.
respectively.
The Racers have some free time before travelin~ t<>
Southeast Missouri State on Oct, 18. Schwepf...er saki he
gave the team this week off to rc~l, get healthy and prepure to work hard next week.
"SEMO is a personal rival for me, because I u~>ed to
coach there," said Schwepker. who ul"o grudu:ued fmlll
SEMO. "l really, really wmn to beat them."

Soccer wins conference games again.st Morehead, APSU

Intramural Softball
Standings

Intramural Softball
Standings

ovc Ovl'Call
UT-Martin
x-1orchead State
SE!'v10
Ea:stcm Kentucky
Murray State
Eastern illinois
Austin Peay
Tennessee State

7·0
7-1
3-2

44
4-4
1-4

1-4
0·5

12-4
12-8
8·9
6·9
5·9
6·12

5-12
9-10

M!;n

Clark
Richmond
Franklin
Regents
White
Hart
Hester
Elizabeth

Greek
3·0

2·0

Womt'n
H.1rt
Richmond

2-0

Regents

2·1

0-~

Elizabeth
Clark
Springer
White

2-1

0-3

Hester

0-3

3-0

0·0
2-1
0-3

MSU clinched the victory '" Rohertson nliltched
Reedy's second score in two gumes with a g1l:ll ttl
the 70th minute.
Being APSU's firl>t ~easun evl!r on the lie~d. lh1s
was MSU's lirsl matchup aga1nst Austin Pcuy.
Three years ago. Milllelli was on the other side of
the coin, leading his new team into play
'"(Austin Pt!ay) wa~ actually t1 lo1 better I han we
expected," Minielli said. "I told the girls to ne\Ct
underestimate a fir~t-year team. A lot of pe,)ple did
that to us during our tirst year, <llld we made th~m
pay."
MSU will now turn its attention to Southeast Mn;·
souri State.
''These pa\1 few games, we've really !>htnved what
kind of te<~m we ure,'" Rohertson ~a id . "The run is
coming back into soccer."

Intramural Softball
Standings

Residential Cullcge
SEY10

the Homecoming game und hopes to
see many student, community and
alumni faces in the stands.
"I really hope we have n great
crowd here to support this team,"
Pannunzio said. ''This ,is a very ~ig
game for us in terms of trying to win
the OVC title, so we need a lot of
support from our fans. Tt should be a
great atmosphere nnd nn entertaining game for our fans."
For junjor quarterback Stl'Wl'lrt
Childress, Suturdny's game means
something different.
"These last two games we should
have won," Childress said. 'But
now, those ganws arc in tht' b,1c.k of
our mi1}d. Our real 51~ason starts Sill·
urday. We're 0-0 in the conference,
and we're going aHer a ring."

Volleyball wins three straiglit'in OVC

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Soccer
Standings

Karri Wurthlfhe Nt-ws
Junior fullback J am ie Alexander pushes his way upfield dur ing a recent workout as the Racers prepare
for their O hio VaUey Conference opener at 3 p.m. Satur day against the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles.

League.~

So[Q[it)!

3-0

1-2

l -2
0-3

Intra mural Softball
St andings

Alpha Omircron Pi
Alpha Gumma Dcltu
BSU
Vixens
Charley's Angels
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alph.1 Sigma Alpha

4·0
4-1
3-1

3·2
1-3

0-4

0--l

Eratt:rnit)'
Alpha S1gma Phi
LambJn Chi Alpha
Pi Kapp.l Alpha
Sigma Chi
Alpha Tau Onwga
Alpha Gamma Rh1•
Sigma Pi

'1-1
.J-2
l-2
~ -3

2-2
t)4

O...J

sports
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Pittsburgh @ Cincinnati
Jacksonville @ Tennessee
Detroit @ Minnesota
Atlanta @ NY Giants
Buffalo 0 Houston
Cleveland @ Tampa Bay
Carolina 0 Dallas
Baltimore @ Indianapolis
Green Bay @ New tncuaraa
New Orleans 0 \N,'Khiifti'IINV~
Kansas City @ San Diego
Oakland 0 St. Lo..,is
Miami @ Denver
San Francis-co 0 Seattle

Classifieds
FOR
1991 huzu

SALE

Jlo.k'O

nne

ownt'r,

5·

l'l)t!t.'d, ext· cundation, $4200 OliO.
Spar..- ,ar, must ,;ell, 27()-S54-9006.
l'adut.ah.
HlJY FACTORY DIRF.CJ' WOJ.~I' TAN•
NIN<, IIFD'> 1'-Jymenls

l'rom

S1~ .\1o

Fn:e color cuulog. Cill tntlty 1·800842· 1310. wwwnpctstan.com
J:--IVI-SI'I\tl-~"fr 0:-IJ.Y.

Not a Job! Com
\\·nd Roure-10
mad1hws
S349'>
Plus
"''
Cokt•) l't'Jl.'LIJ>oland .\ pnnl( l'nto-J.:ay
Route $9')9';, 1 ~3-0244 {2·1 l~r.o l
ple1e

'!'urn-Key

TRAVEL
' "ACI NOW! Guar.antl.'e' rlw bcM
:opnng hr~ak priceS! South l':ldrt', Can·
cun, }:IDlaiCJ, Uah.un.'ls, ,\ C'llpuko.
Horfd.o & MardiRJ'lL~ TRAVEl. FRU!,
Rt'ps 1'\c,•dt:d, fAUN SSSS Group 1)~~
counr~ fur 6+, 1-AA'I ·TIIINK -:>UN ( I
HHH-!H I 6Sill dept .!Iilii llwww -~P• in!(

,.1 ~prm~ llre-.tk Va<.tllon,: C:mmn,
Janiaaca , At .apukn, thlMillas, \ta7..;11·
!Jn, Florid!, ~l';tdrc. ll(i)f. llo.'!<! Prit:e!>l
Book Now & gct Fn.oc l';~nl~ & ,\lt':tb!
Group l>iscoutlls. ~·· Haring Campus
neps; t..f!OO-.t34-70U7 en<Jies,sumlllt'r•
tOUI"!>.tOIIl

A BI'AI ' llHII. COMl'l l(l'll SMOKY
MOUNTAIN ~'EDDI!'\(~ un~;:~n:tl l.og
\Vedding <"Jmpcl. En:rythrng pro\'aded:
pholo:>, vi~'f), no~·cr.., fortn:ll \\C'ar,
1.01hin~ Smukie:l lx.'St value. Hj(J0-26~·
S61!3
w·ww smokymtnwed
dang< h:l(~ ·i~ .• tun
AAAA NI:AI< GA1Ul\:lll RG, l'IGEOI'\
I'ORGH. Smokv Mounuin.~! Ronuntit:
hc:ut~h:tpcd j.tt;u1.7J c:~hlns. From
$5')/nij.\hl. Wt:dding' fro111 $19')!
:.C..'Ciutl<·d htdc~lways, ~nl", katdlt'll.\,
rockt:rs, lul'pLan:, 1V/VCR. !>lcwol 1!100 -1 S}-O'i(>').
I'ANA.\IA CnY »F.AOi, Nndpapt"r·
lle'.tn:tn Rt~ nt . fwm $;,<) (I 2 p , Arrive
~un1 t.lcm • 1-'R~.E mght
Rl'~lrlcta(>n.,l
l'ools, nHT r!dt', p.uas;ulang, JaC\lZ7.1,
suit~'• hJa I!OIJ- aAA-i'lli2ll WW\V "-'!nd·

!'l'OilTS EDIIllR;l11e l.edg,·r·· lndepcn·

d<•nt, a slx-d;ty, nrc. 9,000 in May~llle,
KY St.'t'ks tr.uned joumalisr IAtth ;II
IC;t!\1 3·5 year.. experi.,n<X' to lead ~afT
or lhr<'t!. 41C11 ncv.·s b our fnmc. hlsc.
Ua}'Ollt ~ills ~'qUirt.oU. !!end resume
\\otth cover letter In; Bnh HcnJri<.la;on,
The Lt;dgn lradt:l')c.'ndcnt, I' 0. Box
S HI. 1\.l:Jy~villt•, KY 41056.
COJSSTRUCilON EQt;lt'MH.V I' and
site 11e>":luon Tr.urung ' :-Ia expcri<!fl(:e
ll<'cdet.l •4 Wttk tr-darung :a v-,ul3hlt:
'Fn:e traanang if qu:tlificd. \.all tull rree
Hm·27~2'l02.

COOL TRAVELJOA c Entry level JX~i
taon', I!!+ , no cxpt"ric:nct! ll<-'<'<'S>;;uy, 2
IA~oekl' f'l'lid trAmlng, tr~n.•p<xtalion.
hlglng provided, S'iOO ~agnlng lxlllu'

I · R00-4<il ··i9S.~

Nl!lhtlifc! Ocp;ms fnmt rlomlt' l~l'!
Gro<•Jl'Go Free' 'Prtll~l>rcaktmvelt'<llll
I -80C>-67H-6)86

GI'.NERAL AS.~IGI\M I•.N'I llEI'OKITH
for :111 :m.ud IAinmng tl:uly newspaper
nt.~l A.~AI' A gn:;tt O[)J')( IMIIOI!)' fur

the rir.ht pcl'50n. senti re~urnc 10
lkponcr, t' 0 Bi>x 511!, Mo~ysvitle, Kr

'ffiA\1-:l. .A~D MAKE SSSS 301\ lkhv-

l'.:ulr Spri!!S, Ui=k Spt'Ctals! C.::. IK'\an &

Januic•-

fi'!lln""S'U<Jl 'Fn-c

lirc;akrJ!;I ,

Dinncn & Dnnk~! Aw:artl Wirtnntl(
0.~111~•ny! Group l.c;ad~:LI'R'CLilotW...
V.u:'illiqr_l' from $ll'lt 1-plill!(hl e'd ktr.avd .com 1~71Hi3it6

RESORT & GOf.l' lr-.rrt:R'IISIIIP~
Orbnuon, Fla . ~1\·nlc &.sdt :mJ
llalt\111 ll~·aJ bl.mJ ,' :H~ .• Now tunng
for wantt•r .md spnn): l''"'tion~. ' l ,akl.' .1
semc:NC'r oli and h:~rn .ahour the: }l(),;pllahty industry in ~unny re'<On lo<'ll •
IKmsl Reccave u c:cnafacarc fnmt the
large:;~ hC>.'oflir:.lif)· 1r-~anill11 COITIJXIIIY in
!1..- llnlkotl States rull} tunu~h··d
hma~lnj.l, ~tlpcnJ ami rmn<portawm
prova.led. 3-6 month an!t'm'h'l'" \'kw
our wt:l15itc :n www AmerK'anllospl
tall!yAC'.s<icrny com .md alii 88!Hl5').
5:!93 for more lnfonn:llion.

ltO'i6.

- Fraternitles • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

1

Eam $1,000-$2,000 thrs semes-

ter with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risk.s.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact CampusFundratser at (888) 923·3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

804 Chesmut St.
MURRAY

~'ring N~

O tr.l, Vun' and RV'll l<x:ally
or Nauonwl<JC. IS yc:JI'S or ol<k:r em
free R77-520.1007, :x 2illl.

A'ITUfl'ION Dl<IVER.<,• SSIIU.Oll ttinng
Kt'JlltiCk)' Tt:~int.'C-.1 Gc.'l
Your C I) L andllin.'<l in only 150ay:.!
f'.;Jm up to S90o.OO We<·kly Plus fktl<'lar~• I·H00-003·2W I ,

Bonus for

AVI;RAGE S900/Week, Plus I>OmL"''
~·lth I ye-.1r O'rll cxpc:ril!nt.<!1 More
cxpenence (Y~ys morel Miles anti
Horne Moo weckcntL'I! tlfi.".Jt Co:J.,-ul
E,,prt!M I-8Q!Io444•1\12<) Cl!l. (j(,(J.j

IJH IVj:R·COVJ'NAN'I
TKANSI'OKI ~
lc:adcr In Mtlt's 9 y.~.u5 1n a rnw Nnw
hiring l'xpcriencc:d 'l'c;mh, Sol011 :md
TralllC'r5
Owrlt.'f
Op<•t;tiUI$sohJ(I/fc-.tms 83¢ CJII I~MORI1•
l'AY (I·AAR 667 3729)

at 32
37t/ milc plus llflnu.o;O S3' van or
ll:atlJ<,.oU Grc-.11 laOOle! tame. S$$ a:J0-167-

DIHVER·rLt!l)('d cxpt•ticnn· a plu,,
3/IC 10 ;3Sct/ mile pi"' rarp pay, s;alcty
p:t)' Full hcnelit-, i'Ooslip l>t".ttln~
Guar.lnt(.-ed ll<~mc Time Homady 8004·11-4271 ext lfiBS.

I>IHVLR·!'iOllD AND STAllUJ for nwa
•iS ye:t~ Comp;any dri\'Cl'S Mc:J OWIIt'r
npcr<~Ulrll lease pun:ha.-.c .av-Jilablc
Top (1:1)', miles, horneumc and 'hc.:rt<."
fits! llo)'d Bro.~! f<00..54}-8923

AAA CDI. TRAII\ING-CLASS A IAl<>ki!IJ(
lor J New Gll't'er? G~.lt demand for
OTR dri~._.r,, Gcxxl ho."'lelaiS·Hiring
honu,., ,\lu.~ be .!I Of oldc:r. 1~25.}4766.

I>RlVI.RS, uv.:r rh~· ao;td, 35 :-Lilt'S, H.rl
warh side~. btc model um\'cnticm;als. 3
year~ c:xperlcrKC- $2,UOO Sagn On
Bonus. St:ln ,..o,.te 31W mile+ h:ndiL\.

· Gattiland

• Free Delivery
4:30 p.m. · 9 p.m. 4 p.m. - close
ll a.m . · 9 p.m.

· Sat. & Sun.

www.hc:trtl;andex·

OREAM ING 01' DRIVIN(i A HIG
'rRUC:K? We mak._. It happen , Only
$1995. Job l'lat'C!mem :as.~lsllll\l'e.
1'ua!lon reimbursement av-.ul:ahle.
Allied 0)1. Tr.nrung, ~2nhnl:a , 011 1H77·2 t5-S3ZO.

753-6656

H ours · ' - - - -- ---,
• Mon. - Fri.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

dt.."iervc tltis much Plu.•• HOill<-1imc!
Mnrc c.xp<.~c me-.trts mon.• p-Jyl 12
rnn.~. OTR rcquirt.'(f I 1..-drtland I~pres.~
Jlll:".!'Cllll

HELP WANTED

s

S..i7 for I Y1!Ail I:XI'I· IUENl E. rut•

to 'un. Toll l'rcc 1 ·~ 1 1 ·711')9

ll:lrly :>pt-..'lab' :;[lling Ureak Bahama~
rany Qube!
l)ay5 $299! lndudt,'S
Meal~. l':utac~l Awc.o;oanc Hc:~cftc,,

pip•:rbc:n:on.mm

lliU\ EHS·TRACI'OR TRAILER 'New
Mn<lel Conventional 'l r-.t<tof\ '(Ju:tlaty
Homt• Time 'Full llenefab ' Reglorul &
Ont P<hitkms ~ STtJDffi','TI, ARl-;..
llC I!Xl'RE.•iS, I hlh.ud, OH 43(126. 1H009l7·1l-i31 .
WWW ~-\RCIICI'.X
I'RES.<;.COi\1

SAI.ES RF.PRF.'>ENTA11VF.S w~'n: :;(1
confk.knt in our lt".u:b we pay you 10
nan them, <."\'C:Il If you dcm't 11<.--ll. Are
~1lU a self-m<~IV'dtt'd. ~itivc pc!IYJfl?
Arc you pre.o;o.·ntly eamang $100W $1500
per week? Gu.tr.ant~l inc·ome tluring
tr:unang period. $20110 sign-on lx>nus.
We off~r a :.<>lkl lr.lintnJ( prt~rArn wnh
11 gUM:lnteed 2·3 pre-5<.'1 qu:tlafaed coniimt<.-d lea<.ls daily; rnanagemem
upponunatics; urtlimlted
income
JXItential. Tc•ll Fr<'c l·Rn·J'>.Z"'tYt!O,
<'.•II .!4/7 l'r>r l'r•··llcwn.Jct.l Mc:NJ!C.

bre.akdtsl'ounl~ <'IXll

llRIVER.'i·Ellpt>rlcnccd ."< lnrxpcu·
<'lll'\.'d C.:I>L Tra anii1J.: with ;\IC"J IS, IAxlg·
tng, TrJn'>portalinn prm·kiL~I . Tuulon
Reunburl>Cmem S!UOO lkmu~! OTR,
Reglnn:ll, DcdklU<~ l'rciglu 0\• nt•r
Openuors Welcome. Tr:dner Opponuniii<'S. 1-ll00·23l·"'l()').

I>RIWH EARN TOI'

U$$

dravcn.

.st;m

C'J(pcrlcnced

63-IS

l<odal'fi

$$$ W9o'W .ruc)1f net

Call (8QO) 444-6648

OI!IVEH·Up

!l'l

OTR n:qulrl'll. ~ 473-'i'S!!I.
DRI\'l'RICI>L Tln:d of going nowhere?
IA:luklrlg f01ward 10 \.hristnu,, bur
d11n'l h.a~e any money? l'lll11ll1 RO<l·

9·1Z·ll0l

t'Xl

.Z,~7.

Wedne!iday
Spaghetti §pedal
s1.99

Dept.

KY~

ORIVl:J!S_ OWNl:R OI'ER.t\TORS &
l.c.<:;c: Purchase: l>ri\~>r:~ N~'<.oUed! Aver·
.age ~~unuag Over S I C~) ll<'r malt': rr.lll ·
ers/l':!g.VAv:rifabk•: No A~c lk.>Ua~!lon
on Tr.t~tur~
l ixpcnt'll('C needed
lmmedette Opening.,fFial 1>e<l Ellpt' licnct· Rt"quin:d 80().611·3763
DHIVJJ<.'\: Q\\.ncr Op<:rJrors, OTR •"<
nnwts lor 0/0, Cb"' 1\ Cnt. walh
llawrat , :-null l lt'<U W~kUII1t"<l, 'i3'
Vans & 4!f Fla1heds l\filc:rb'L' l':~y·
Lo:lck.-d nnd Dnfl'}' l..'!cN Traru;pona·

ti<>O , Inc , lnuiwalle, KY l-Kl0-63l·
t\3jl

llHIVFRS , I'IW III'ST\X1AY I'.XPIU'.S~
PAU\A<~I! 1:11 (~liHI>:tll)l Driwts ·llld
Owner ()per.oturs. l'rovkk:.' good p:ty
And most Wt-ekend~ .tl home Th£>
a'iS!gmnents are dmp & hOok, • no
rou<:h frclglar. Appliautb Olt.N rx>sseSS
a vahd Cia;..• A CJ>I., l yl·ar.. 01~ with
a dc:an t!awan~ record : G:all Mon lhru
hi (8001 88()..763~ or JIAX (ill..!l HH5·

1544, EOI. www.he'ilw-.tycxpress.co.-n
No Nc.ow York C ll)'
l)l{IVI;I{S
l ~>uiwlllc,

WAN'I l-.ll Rurt.~ IMWt'<'n
KY and Tcx3, hurdrt

10\\ "' N<> tow h ln:lBhl, de:an M\ H,
One )'l":.lr e_'l[r')c.'nence ll<.'l'K'ItL' Colli I·

000-86$-3()74.
K11fl' !JN Tlll 'CKTN ('J 'J i~ nQ\'' llann11
(oanp:any •owner O['l'a:ttor< 'SinK!cs
and 'l'e:uus 'l.oatl' wrth mtll'.s :tv-dilahlc
lmmedl:llt'M A~k ~!X)IJ! our sp~llasc
traimng progr;am. Call HlOC>-CFI
DRIVE 91Ww .cfadnvc cum

~753-3688

THIS HOMECOMING:
NEW RELEASES FOR STUDENTS
CLASSIC FAVORITES FOR ALUMNI

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE

with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

OWNER OPEKAlOJl<;.O'ffi Run.~ MidWt.'SI 10 Southe.a-.t Rounllt">elJir.Jtt'll
l>ispatt"her llis:h R~t·nu<' l'cr<t'nt:I!IC
l'<~y-Sr.-ady ll<•friK•'r:lt<'ll l'au~klo:l~Lo;
liorne Wt'Ckly lliooe i'tnt• i'rogrJm·
\..omplctc Insurance Pack:rge.Own
Ughtwelght l ·r;tetor.Sunw QlmcrsThe All Owner..Oper.amr Comrun~·.
Call Mlkt· l·AO(}~rt
l>lliVI:"\(; ~t.IIOOI. ' No
nwney down •f.:lm l.IJl to $35.000 )'Otll
far.;~ year '100141 Joh l'bcemem N;si;;.

TRUCK

tlncc 'CompJn)' 1\nuon Kcirnburw·
rncnt (~II lull frt.-c l-877-l7t~l902.

753-2975

1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray
www.theessentialdayspa.com
767-0760

427 ACRE.-; 01' ·n~llhK I.AND,
l!thnon."ln Cc>unry, KY. Hun!c!li par·
nd~\C. In~ c;thln.~ :a v.uhrhlc. Will divide.
Calli <>WllCJ I 270-734-6053.
l.AKE CUMBHRU\NJ) TWJI'\ CREEKS
f!._<;'J'ATES New lake front dt-\'eloprncm

f<--arunos 135 lot :and l new 1011 home"
f.tme~uwn , KY Callowllt'r 1·.270-734-(,(J'<;~ www rwiru-rt't•k.o;c:;(att'S.t'OIIl
I.AKF BARGAL'I/ $29.9<-tO. Free covered
hoot 51Jp! gcntl)' sloping I:Jkc VIew parcel w ' nlce mbc of low rolling tnc:~dt"'-'S
& tn.'C~. Abut..~ n.arlon:tl fore:~~ on .,5,000
llllt' tn:re:ttioH:al l:tkc in Tl'llll. l';tl'<.oU
arxad.~, w:l!<.'f, ~w~~.
fin.~ndng. ('.all now

'\48

t'lll

I.AKEFROr-IT 1.00 HOMF.·l ac.~/ 1110'
lltkt•fnlnl''$,69,900 lk;ltllifltl new 1!!00
><t - h, log homl' Wtlh huijt' wrapamund
dt.-clt. lt!O tl. ,,f llockahk• l:akcfll>nt.
P;~1 cd ro:•<.ls, ut1lltles, w-.tter Call nnw!
800-770.9311 <.?II 846.

MISCELLANEOUS
SAVI! S500 on Cimct'ry !'hop pang
Coupon.~ o( )'O\lr t hoice, ddlven.-d 10
)'<'lt.tr <l<l<x. All the t>r.m<l n:trne.'. vutuo~lly

C;all

;any pnxluet in the

11

GIFT & SCRAPBOOK PATCH"

COLLECTABLES • QmLTED KEEPERS BAGS ' PURSES
• BOYDS BEARS • CLAIRE BURKE FRAGRANCES
• PLUSH ANIMALS • PERSONALIZED STATIONARY
• SPORTS AND SORORITY ITEMS • CAMILLE BECKMAN
• LEANIN TREE GREETING CARDS • DECORATIVE FLAGS
and so mucb more.

:Rrpcmr~rk<.1.

llllO· j7ll-S471

MEDICAl
PATII'NI'S
USING
INHAI.ERS Alhu1cml AtrnVL"flt.COmbiwm Sl:ll.'"'t·nt·Azm:rcun l lovC'nt 1rnd
O !hcrs ll .tv tng r>tnlculfy> llre:nhc ~~u.y
Ag:tin . 1\l('tli<.ll'\.' cr1vered liquid tht'rJ·
py may he uv:ulable al ynu qualll)·.
MI'J)-A SAVC J-80(}..224-1919 Clll.
KY•U02.

or

vb11

Clcfssiflcd Rates
2 5¢ p e r I.H>rd for t h<.~ fi rM
20 words.
2 0 ¢ ead1 addiuonal W<>rd .
,Hiulmum Cha"Rf! Sl

REAL ESTATE
I.AKE CIIMBI:IU.AND, KY l.:lkt• IA)j(
Home Onlf $79,900. Gorgcou.\ ll.'l:.'W
1400 sq. ft. 10)1 Home on 511,000 am:
recrearaon•l I.;Jkc E..:• dlcnr vit!ws,
<'J')' :Kt<·,.~. tlugc d<"(.k, Wotlk ru th.:
W:llt'I'S L'<igc, Jl3VLoU f{),ld~, IA~I!t'f, Utih
II<'.'>. EZ. fina nclng. QaIt Now! ffi66)
9311 <.'Xt, 853.

r.o-

Classified.~ De3dllnc

3 p.m. Wednesday.

is

Payment due when ad 1.41
placed.

11Je MutTay Slllle New6
111 Wilson Hall

NIEON IBIE&«".H
T a nning & S torag e Aentol
7.tJ% off a/{Swimwear &'

Hours

10% dlscouht off tahninJi! PackaJi!es
and lotions with MSU t.o.

Mon. ·1llors.
8

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

a.m.- 9 P.m.

Ri. Be Sat.
8 a.m.· 8 P.m.

753-3333

Closed SunctaY

THE BOOK RACK
Trade & Sale
Order e New Book and get a
20% Discount
Celebrating 25 years in business

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-4821
Mon.·fri. 9:30-5
Sat. 9:30-4

EVERYDAY
VALUE MENU

E-mail us: essentialspa@hotmail.com

:"WiU

Exu~llent
J .lt()().704·.~154.

mor•·

www lutiX >n.~<lir<.'<l n<'t

MP.I)J\.AKI .

--SPAGHETTI--

• Massage Therapy
• Body Treatments
• Facials • Sugaring
• Manicures &
Pedicures

i

MON·SAT
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University falls short of diversity·guidelines
"Again, lh<lt plan was developed because the state itself was
found guilty of discriminating
against blacks in higher education," Fields said.
In order to ensure fair hiring
practice:-., n representative from
the Office of Equal Opportunity
is present at faculty-hire meetings, Fields said. •
"When the decision is actually
being made on who will actually
be hired, a representative from
the Office of Equal Opportunity
listens to how lhat decision is

b y Ad am L. Ma this
staff writer
Despite hiring six minority faculty members this semester, Murray State still falls below a state
guideline for faculty diversity.
The six hires bring the total
percentage of m inority faculty
members to 3 percent , Under the
Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities, blacks should constitute
5 percent of the entire faculty,
said Annazette Fields, University
director of equal opportunity.

being made to ensure that it's
based on merit and job-related
reasons," Fields said.
Mark Wattier, faculty senate
president, said few minority faculty were hired because of high
competition levels.
"Every institution in America,
it seems, is trying to recruit qualHied minorities." Wattier said.
Because many institutions are
in need of minority faculty, Wattier said qualified minorities have
a wide range of possible job
opportunities.
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that minority hires were important for students to function in
their professions.
"Speaking as an individual. not
as the chair of this committee, I
think that diversity is important
for the University community ...
because this is an increasingly
diverse society that we Jive in,"
Jones said.
Of the six minority faculty
members hired. Fields s aid some
were black, but she could not
reveal the precise number for privacy issues,

District Judge

DINNER SALAD - $ 1.19
Lunch & Dinner - 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
970 Chestnut St.
•lfurray •

look at our liituation; see in that
situation what perhaps we are
doing that helps with retention or
recruitment and what new things
we might initiate; and to make
recommendations," Wattier said.
Retention efforts currently
include giving minority faculty
the ability to notify the Uni\lersity of higher-paying job offers in
order to give the administration a
chance to match the higher
salary. Wattier said.
Steve Jones, chairperson of the
Blue Ribbon Committee, said

Re-elect

- - SPAGII.E1'TI - with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- - $ 1 . 99 - -

Wedneldag
Spaghetti §pedal
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"You can look at various statistics and see how many minorities
were granted a Ph.D. in a year
and see how many jobs are available, and there are far more jobs
available than the supply (of
minority faculty)," Wattier said.
In order to increase the number
of minority facu lty at Murray
State, a Blue Ribbon Committee
has been formed to conduct
research into the matter, Wattier
said.
"This is a group (Blue Ribbon
Committee) that is supposed to
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Getting involved offers
best protest against apathy
editor in Lhief
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Because Murray State's Homecoming 2002 theme is "Come Together,"
and the song is found on The Beatles' Abbey Road album, we decided
to re--create the album's co\>-er photo
with local personalities.
Pictured on the front are (from left}
SGA President Jace Rabe, Racer
mascot Dunker, football Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio and Vice
President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson.
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SpeciaJ thanks to Mr. Tuxedo for
the attire provided for "Don
Lennon" and Public Safety Director Da,·id DeVoss for the road closure.

Amidst the common complaints of parking problems,
crowded housing and meal
plans, there is an issue
remaining as prominent as
the flowers on the Quad:
:-;tudent apathy .
While on the surfac-e it
seems pretty obvious Murray State is not exactly a
hotbed of protest. volunteer
work or passionate causes,
we at "The News" were not
so naive to think that all
10,000-odd students are
without a cause; in fact. we
have st:t out to find out just
what you're doing with
your spare time.
Our annual special section often reflects the chosen theme of Homecoming.
This year it was "Come
Together," a phrase that not
only conjures inevitable
images of Lhe Fab Four, but

also brings to mind a time
when "getting involved"
meant more than just going
to class.
Finding the right cause to
devote your time to could
leave almost anyone overloaded with informatjon.
After all, the choices are
endless. So we dectdcd to
do a little of the preliminary
work for you.
·
In this special section of
"The Murray State News,"
we are featuring service
organiz~tions that exist primarily to further a purpose
or help a cause - be it animal rights, blood drives or
social justice. The amount
of work involved varies as
much as the organi7.ations
featured.
The options arc out there.
There is a cause for everyone. and you just might find
your!> in the following
pages, Pick a cause. find
some time and get invol"ved.

From the
Editor

Loree Stark
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Friday, Oct. 11
Homecoming Golf Tournament
8 a.m. - Miller Golf Course. Phone
(270) 762-3136 for information.
Homecoming Tennis Tournament
9:30a.m.· Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts. Phone (270) 753-6441 or
(270) 762-6813 for information.

Come Toget er
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
~ t>, 4t
~\-\ fl,
8
0 h ""ray State Un\" ('fi'J,.QQ
4F..,ECOMING

"Run for the Racers" 5K Road

Run
5 p.m . - Murray State University
campus. Phone (270) 762-6791 for
information.
Nursing Alumni Banqu et
6 p.m . - Curris Center Mississippi
Room. Phone (270) 762-2193 for
information.
Agriculture Alumni Banqu et
6:30 p.m. - Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Phone (270) 762-3328 for
information.
College of Business and P ublic
AJfmrsAlurnruniBanquet
6:30 p.m. - Murray Room, Regional
Special Events Center. Phone (270)
762-4187 for information.

Banquet
7 p.m. - Curris Center Small Ballroom. Honoring Dr. Charles Smith,
retired biology professor. Phone
(270) 762-3001 for information.
Black Alumni Reception
7 p.m. - Curris Center, Sunset
Strips. Phone (270) 762-6836 for
information.

Saturday, Oct. 12
College of Educat ion Breakfast
8 a.m. - Murray Middle School.
Phone (270) 762-3817 for information.

Homecoming Parade
9:30 a .m. -Begins downtown and
ends at 15th and Main.
Alumni Baseball Game
10:30 a.m. - Reagan Field. Phone
(270) 762-4192 for information.

Tent City H om ecoming Festival
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. - Adjacent to
Roy Stewart Stadium. Features
music and tents for academic areas
and organizations. Variety of food
available.
Bap tist Stu dent Union Alumni
Brunch
11 a.m. - Baptist Student Union.
Phone (270) 753-5771 for information.
Occu pational Safety and
Health Alumni R ecep tion
11 a .m.- Thnt City. Phone (270)
762-2488 for information.
Football
3 p.m. - Stewart Stadium. Murray
State Racers vs. Thnnessee Tech
Golden Eagles. Pre-game festivities
begin at 2:30 p.m. Phone (270) 7626800 for information.

Open House
10:30 a.m. - Business Building.
National P anhellenic Council
Phone (270) 762-4187 for information. Greek Step Show
7 p.m. - Lovett Auditorium.
"Walk of Fame" Dedication Cere m ony
"1964: The Tribu te" in Concert
11 a.m. - MSU Alumni Center.
8 p.m. - Regional Special Events
Phone (270) 762-3001 for informaCenter. Phone (270) 762-5555 for
tion.
information.

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 ·FREE
with MSU 10 .

.faowohores
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
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New club promotes individual freedom
by Erin Richards

a~sistanl college life ed1tor

For one relatively new club on cam·
pus, "coming together" to support a sin·
gle cause has been difficu lt - not
because of disputes or lack of involvement, but because the members of the
Students for Social Justice are determined to explore all issues pertaining to
personal freedom.
"The difference between our organiLation and others is that we don't focus
on a single issue." said Roman Shapla,
senior from Murray. ··we focus on sexism. mcism. prejudice- we don't just
stick to one thing."
Students for Social Justice co-sponsor Staci Stone. assistant professor in
the English and philo~phy department,
said the club's existence is basically a
broad way of saying. "We care about
people." The group formed late last
year when two students taking courses
within the multicultuml class and gender studies program approached Stone
with the idea of fonning an organization focused on helping people and
asked her to serve as adviser.
"These students want justice and
equality for all people, no matter what
their race, class. gender, religion or sexual orientation is," Stone said.
The organit.ation's core beliefs can
even be seen in its structure. In the spirit of equality. the group refrains from
employing the usual hierarchy of ofti-

cers and instead allows a different
member to lead each meeting.
"We have a rotating faci litator so
power is evenly distributed, and we
have a more egalitarian structure,"
Shapla said.
The group's major triumph last year
wao; donating more than $200 raised in
a benefit concen at Fifteenth & Olive
restaurant to the Women's Center and
Alliance. which was trying to generate
enough funds to start its own center.
Currently, the organization is championing awareness of political issues in
Iraq and protesting United States intervention. Stone said.
Students for Social Justice members
spent their first two mettings this year
planning Tuesday's Iraq Teach-in, an
event intended to raise awareness of
Iraq's recent history and current politics. Although only six people came to
the organization's tirst meeting this
year. interest in organizing the teach-in
attracted 14 students to the next planning session.
What resulted was a design for a
two-part teach·in where organi1.ation
members would team up with faculty
from the departments of history, government, law and international affairs
who would first present information
about Iraq's culture to help students
under:.tand the country's current con·
tlict with the United States.
, The Students for Social Justice
would then offer the audience a round

Students assist elderly
at local county hospital

table to raise issue.-; about such topics as
the linguiMics used by the government
in reference to Iraq, activism and media
coverage of the conflict, Stone said.
Shapla said the teach-in idea arose
independently among several members
who decided the group needed to try to
present an alternate look at what is
going on in Iraq.
"We tried to design this teach· in sim·
ilar to teach· ins held in the past at other
universities," Shapla said. "We wanted
to educate people from different sides
and present alternate views.''
Stone said ·he considers the organization· s goal of helping people to be, in
essence, educating them about current
societal problems. Just as the group
could. in the future, decide to focus on
providing ArDS awareness or drawing
attention to domestic-abuse issues.
Stone said the Students for Social Justice is cun·ently trying to provide stu·
dents with all the necessary information
to make informed decisions about foreign policy and whether or not the
United Sl<!te~ should intervene in Iraq.
While the Iraq cont1ict is high on the
club's agenda, future Students for
Social Justice meetings will include
discussions about getting more people
involved and other issues the organization could tackle.
"We' re working for positive
change." Shapla said ... Th<H seems
more imponant than clubs that don't
help people."

,.~

by Adam L Mathls
staff writer
The elderly at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
are receiving a helping hand
from Murray State students.
Six students from the
Social Work 302 class are
working in the long-termcare division of the hospital,
said Valerie Morris, licensed
social worker at MurrayCallaway County Hospital.
"They' re utilizing this
experience with their class
to see how people function
within a group setting in a
nursing home and to see the
importance the volunteer
makes in the difference of
their quality of life," Morris
said.
Students assist in aiding
elderly patients who can no
longer function indepen·
dently and suffer from
~.:hronic illnesses pe;:rform
numerous activities, said
Valerie Morris, licensed
social worker at MurrayCallaway County Hospital.
"'Probably the most that
they do is one-to-one with

the re~idents, where they
will visit weekly with the
• residents throughout the
- semester,·· Morris said.
Students will help the residents with their needs,
including activities such as
registering to vote and recreational activities, Morris
said.
"It's pretty much what
that resident and that student
w~o · s assigned to them
wants to do within reasonable limits," Morris said.
"'Whatever they want to do
for enjoyment."
Kelly Cox. senior from
Hickory and a student in the
Social Work 302 class. said
working with the elderly is
an enjoyable experience.
"You really get a variety
of opinions and outlooks on
life; it's really funny," Colt
said.
Morris .said she L" pleased
with the student<;' work.
Said Morris. ''It ha'> been
very positive. and it gives
them an opportunity to see if
this might be an area of
social work that they might
want to go into."
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Blood drives offer quick opportunity to help out
by Loree Stark
~ditor in chief

While geuing involved in
:;ome organizations can
require several hour:. of
work a week, participating
in a blood drive offers stu·
dcnts the opportunity to help
an ongoing cause in a minimal amount of time.
Brett Keohan, Univer-;ity
Affairs senate chair for the
Student Government Asso-

cimion, coordinated a blood
drive with the We~tcm Kentucky Regional Blood Cen ter la~t wct>k.
Keohan '>aid approximate·
ly :\00 :.tudems participated
in the two--day drive,
"I think it':. very important that students take time
out or their busy schedule~
to gh'c bl<"oo:· Keohan saki.
'"J"he) don' t know \l.hll they

could be helping. They
could be helping themselves,
a family member, a complete stranger. It's impnnant
that we do our pan.''
Larr) Doyle, Calloway
County blood drive comdi·
nator for the American Red
Cross, ~aid the Reu Cro::.s
assi~h with approximately
two blmxl drives per year on
campus. Doyle satu organi·
t.ations that have ~ponsored
drivcs in the pa•;t incluue the
Sigma Pi fraternity and the
Pre- Health Profe~sionals
Club with the biology
department. He said he h.
working on planning a drive
for the middle of November
with the Recreation 202
clw-.s.
Doyle said most campus
blood drives result in the
donution of approximately
130 pint:-. of blood, a signili·
cant increase compared to

what the organization usual·
ly gels ultll. regular drives.
"A good drive in thc coni·
munity would t-e 40 pinL<;,"
Doyle said .
Doyle said blood donated
at American Red Cross
blooll drives goes lO a
regional blood supply center
and is distributed to commu·
nity hospitals in western
Kentucky and miudle Ten·
nessce.
''(The blood) is on
demand," Doyle ..,aid.
"When the ho,;pitals need it,
they get whatever they need
out
from
:.hipped
Nashville."
Doyle :-.aid student contri·
butions to blood drives are
imp<,rtant in the ongoing
need lor fresh blood.
"People are the only
source," Doyle said. "It is
pretty important that people
'olunteer to donate blood."

Mo1rg.~ret

Harper/The New~

Students relax in the Curris Center after giving blood last week. Approximately
300 students participated in the drive, which was sponsored by the Student Government Association and the Western Kentud.')' Regional Rlood C<'nter.
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Lion's Club members sponsor fund-raisers
by Melissa Kllcoyne
Maff writer
From volunteering with the
Telethon of Stars to visiting
nursing homes, the Murray
State Lion's Club, which col laborates with the Murray
Lion's Club on many events,
provides service to organizations in the city and on campus.
Lion' s Club members participate in fund-raisers, car washes
and other evenb to help people
in the community. Last year,
the club participated in "Up 'til

Dawn," ..Mr. Gatti's Night'' and
a variety of other service projects.
At the University, the club is
in its fourth year, and it is
always looking for new members. said Lion's Club President
Larissa Cook.
"We are a community-service
organization," Cook said. "We
don't expect every member to
go to every event. but if they
come to a few meetings and
help with our projects. they're a
good member."
Since the Lion's C lub is a

lot of fun . We encourage everyone to come out and check us
out."
November is Diabetes Month,
and the club wi ll be holding
several events during that time
to raise awareness of the dis ease. According to Cook, it will
hold a yard-cleaning day and a
rndio event.
During the yard-cleaning day,
member~ will go to homes of
the elderly to rake leaves and
perform gardening tasks.
For the radio event. the club
plans to team up with a radio

service organization. Cook said
being a club member will look
good to prospective employers
on resu mes.
The club's fund-raisers focus
on the Kentucky Eye Foundation. The foundation helps
those with eye diseases, diabetes and other related problems.
Vice President Whitney
Bradley said the club encourages students to join.
"We're always looking for
new member-;," Bradley said.
"It's a good experience and a

station and present infom,ation
on the air about diabetes.
."We also have social events,
such as a Christmas party and a
cookout," Cook said.
Semester dues for the Lion's
Club at Murray State are $23.50
and include a Lion's Club pin.
The cl ub meets on the ~econd
and fou rth Mondays of every
month at 5 p.m. in room 3 13 of'
Alexnnder Hall.
Said Bradley : "It'~ a good
organization. and we help out
and do a lot of community service. but still have a lot of fun."

Rotaract offers collegiate venue for community service
b y Guier Millikan
staff writer
Murray State offers a
wide variety of service-oriented clubs that arc growing in popularity. The student Rotara~.:t Club is no
CKCCption.
Sponsored by the Murray
Rotary Club, Rotar:u.:t is a
c ollegiate form
the
R o tary Society . Dnn

or

Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs. is the
adviser for the Rotaract
Club. He said he is excited
about having the club for
students.
"We've wanted this for a
number of years." Robertson said. "I agreed to work
with them, so we got start·
cd about two-and-a-ha lf
years ago."
Robertson said the cluh
is completely community-

service based. He said
whenever t he Murray
Rotary Club holds an activity. whether it be the annual Christmas parade. golf
tou r nament or telethon.
Murray State Rotaract
members often lend a hand.
Mary Cat hryn Cash.
president of the Murray
State Rotnract, said :-he
believes it is a great service
nrgani.tation for students.
"I was in Interact, which

is the high-school form of
Rotaract. and I rea l ly
enjoyed it,'' Cash said. "I
wanted to do it at the col lege level."
Cnsh said the goals for
the club this year are community service and professional development.
"We are a young club.
so we want to promote
campus awareness and
membership, which we've
done so far... she said.

Justin Taylor, senior
from Fulton. said he joined
last spring after talking to
the club president.
"It seemed like an interc~ting club to me.'' Taylor
said. He also said what he
liked best about the. club
was the way everyone
worked together.
"Everyonl! docs their
part," Taylor said. "This is
one of the most cooperative clubs I've ever been

in."
The Murray
State
Rotaract is conducting a
"play day" on Oct. I I in
front of the Carr Health
Building.
··we will be selling
pizza for a quarter. playing
games and making people
aware of our club," Cash
said.
Those interested in joining Rutnract are welcnme
to uttend the meetings.
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PETA members protest animal cruelty
by Tim Siniard
staff writer

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals defines an animal as "a living being
capable of feeling."
Founded in 1980, PETA works on a variety
of issues concerning the use of animals for
medical experimentation, food, clothing and
entcr1ainment. Starting with a few voluntecl'li
and expanding to more than 600.000 members
worldwide, PhiA works with local activists
to promote animal rights. In addition, the
organization panners with celebrities such as
Pamela Anderson and Paul McCanney 10 help
spread its message.
According to PETA's Web site, animals
deserve "consideration of what is in their best
interest regardless of whether they are cute,
useful to humans or ~~n endangered species,
and regardles' of whether any human race
cares about them at all." The group's site also

say.; that humanl> 1>houltl rc~pe<.·t the right of
animals to "not have pain unnecessarily
inllicted upon them."
Danielle Moore, a project manager with
PETA's education department, said the organizntion has a network of members who write
letters protesting animal cruelty.
"The power of the pen is strong," Moore
said. '"We encourage our members to write
letters to newspaper editors and school
boards."
Moore said PETA abo is seeking activists
to speak before school boards to protest the
prnctice of distributing free circus ticke~ to
elementary-school children by theic teachers.
Ringling Bros. Circus is targeted by PETA
as an abuser of animal rights. According to
statistics listed on PETA's Web site, 17 Ringling elephants have died since 1992. PETA
estimates out of the 63 elephants currently
used by Ringling, "44 were taken directly out
of the wild in traumatic capture expeditions.

;md another 21 who died or were transferred

to other facilities in rccen1 years were also
taken directly from the wild and their families
overseas."
Ringling Bros. denies tho charges and says
on its Web site that it employs animal-care
professionals who work to create a "positive,
healthy environment" for the animals. In addition, the Ringling Bros. Web site features
information about animal care and states that
its animals receive care from a "full-time veterinary staff' who give animals "thorough
medical examinations and all needed vaccinations."
Moore said handing out free circus tickets
by teachers is objectionable to PETA.
"It is not an appropriate thing for teachers to
do," Moore said.
Moore also encouraged people interested in
joining forces with PETA to visit its Web site
to find out how to help.
"Our Web site lists new campaigns and

action alerts,'' Moore said. '·Billions of ;mimals are eaten or abused every day. and they
need our help."
PETA recommends humans eliminate animal products" from their diet. PET A studies
show animal-based diets have been linked to
causing cancer, dinbete.<; and other illnesses. It
also warns against the dangers of growth hor'mone!'> and antibiotics present in meat The
organitation's Web site lists free vegetarian
recipes and information on how to convert to
an animal-free diet.
Allison Coffey, graduate student from Manassas, Va., said s~e was a member of PETA
when she was a high-school student.
"I have been a vegeturian for 10 year:;,
now," Coffey said. "The Web site has information that can teach someone how to have a
well-balanced dil!t."
For membership information, visit the
PETA Web site at www.peta-online.org or
phone (757) 622-PETA.

Retirement home volunteers accompany, assist senior citizens
by Severo Avila
opinton editor

As an entire generation of Americans age into senior citizenship,
places such as retirement home~ and
assisted-living facilities become
more of a necessity each day.
Although some of these facilities
are state-funded. some are self-sufficient and need all the help they can

get.
Murray's Glendale Place is a
retirement facility housing 85 residents. Viola Wood, activities director
at Glendale, said Glendale does not
currently have volunteers, but has in
the past.
·we had a group come in and plan
an entire senior Olympics," Wood
srud. '"Last fall I had a girl that was
taking sociology, and she came in

and sat with some of our residents
and read to them."
Anita Peeler, executive director at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center,
said it also had student volunteers in
the past. but not presently. She said
students who volunteered helped
with activities and events for Hickory Woods' 46 residents.
'They can help with things like
exercise class, games and reading,"

Peeler said. "Any help is appreciated,
really."
Another local retirement facility
lacking volunteers is Fern Terrace
Loc.lge of Murray. Activities Director
Janie Underwood said volunteers
come in sporadically to help with
their 76 residents. Underwood said
Fern Terrace volunteers range from
grade-school students to sorority sisters.

'They come in and help Y.ith our
social events, recreation and our
physical activities," Underwood said.
Underwood, Peeler and Wood aU
said they would accept student vol·
unteers, and any help would be welcome and appreciated. Students can
volunteer for activities consistent
with their areas of study, but all that
is required is a willingness to help
Murray's senior citizens.

.
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Students, faculty participate in 'Up 'til Dawn'
by Kyser Lough
wllcge life editor

Every year, Murray State s tudents and faculty stay up until the
break of dawn to raise money for n
good cause.
"Up 'ril Dawn is a campus organi:tation that raises money for St.
Jude's Hospital in Memphis," said
Rhiannon Mitchell. Up 'til Dawn
executive director.
The program started at Murray
State four years ago. Mitchell said.
The program'.s major fund-raiser is
held on February 28 and March I.
"The event is an eight-hour,
overnight event,'' Mitchell said.
"Student organizations form fund-

raising teams to panicipate."
The teams are compos..:d of live
or more students who come together to raise funds and participnte in
the event.
"Any group of students or faculty
can form a ream: they don't have to
necessarily be from an organization," Mitchell said.
In order to panicipate, each team
member is required to raise at least
$100. The team members, however,
arc not without help in reaching that
goal.
"We have an executive board that
guides each team through the fundraising.'' Mitchell said.
One example of assistance provided by the executive board is a
letter-writing campaign to business-

es, families and friends.

Funds raised from the teams go
to two different places, Mitchell
said.
"All of the money goes either to
sponsoring the event or straight to
St. Jude's," Mitchell said. ''We are
a self-sufficient organi1.ation."
Past teams have included mostly
Greek organi:tations and residential
colleges. However, Mitchell said
she would like to see more participation from other groups.
"We're trying to get all of the
organizations involved," Mitchell
said. "It's a misconception that
we're not open to everyone."
She added that not all teams have
to be from an organization.
''A group of friends can get

together, fom1 u team, name it and
start rai~ing the money,'' Mitchell
said.
Once the teams rai<.e the money,
the next step is the event itself.
Held in the Regional Special Events
Center. Up 'til Dawn keeps the
teams active throughout the night.
..We try and make the event as
fun as possible," Mitchell said .
"We'll have tuns of things to do.''
Some tentatively planned activities include games, a disc jockey,
karaoke and an a~sortmcnt of pickup sports. Mitchell also is trying to
plan several other activities.
"We're trying to get a step show
and would like to have a live band
there as well," Mitchell said.
Natalie Mehringer, senior from

Ncwhurgh. Ind .. and one of the
fund-raising chairs. said she enjoys
the en~nl,
"The eYcat is a really good time;
it's fun hanging out with the different organi1.ations for a good cnuse,"
said Mehringer.
The event used to last 12 hour:.,
but Mitchell had to bring it down to
eight last year ,because of scheduling connicts at the RSEC. She said
after trying out the shoner hours,
she decided to keep the event at thnt
length.
~The shoner hours increased participation," Mitchell said.
l.ast year, the event raised somewhere from $8.000 to $10,000.
Mitchell snid. She said her goal this
year is to raise $15,000.

Women's Center offers many services for both genders
by Nick Batts
~taff writer

The Women's Center at Murray State provides a variety of services and resources, available for free to Murray State students, faculty
and staff.
"First and foremost, counseling is the main
service we provide here," said Shelly Harris,
newsletter editor. "But there are several other
services we provide and events we put on, the
goal being to raise awareness of certain issues,

more then anything."
The purpose of the Women's Center. according to its official mission statement, is to "provide resources, education. advocacy and support for women as they empower themselves
and each other in the pursuit of their individual
and collective goals. The Center raises consciousness concerning gender in all aspects of
the institution and strives to acknowledge and
eliminate sexual discrimination as it impacts
administrators, faculty. staff and students.
Finally, the Center endeavors to improve gcn-

der relations within the University community."
The Women's Center, located in suite 201 of
Ordway Hall, offers a variety of pamphleLc; and
other literature penaining to everything from
unplanned pregnancy to sexual as<;ault, and it is
all available free of charge. Many activities in
and around campus are planned and run by the
Women's Center, including an assenivencss
training course and B.E. S.A.F.E. week. The
Center also does presentations and workshops
for residential colleges and other groups on and
off campus.

Despite the name of the organization, the
Women's Center is not only available to
women. Any person of any gender who is concerned with issues such as eating disorders,
diversity. sexual a~~ault. domestic and dating
violence, women's health and sexual harassment is welcome.
Anyone who is interested in receiving information or services provided by the Women's
Center is encouraged to stop by suite 20 I in
Ordway Hall or phone the Center at 762-3140.
The Center's hours are 8 a.m. to4:30 p.m.
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Habitat volunteers enrich communities
by Michael Driver
~taff

wriu.:r

Habitat for Humanity International
may make a difference beyond the
hou~es ItS volunteers budd.
The volunteers who build the houses
also learn sometlung from each other
and help to enrich the community,
Richard Remp- Morris, director of the
Paducah Habitat for Humanity affiltate.
said.
"When you change the interior of
someone's home, which allows them to
change the interior of themselves, you
change the community," Remp-Morris
said.
According to the organization ' s Web
site. Habitat for Humanity is a nonprofit Christian organization with thou sands of affiliates around the word that
act independently of each other to build
"simple, decent and affordable" housing to eliminate poverty and poor living
conditions.
A common misconception about
Habitat for Human ity, Remp-Morris
said. is that it is a charity.
"Some people look down on Habitat
homeowners, and it aggravates me
because (the owners) are payi ng for
everything they have," Remp- Morris
said. "1 have a homeowner right here in
front of me right now that is paying

their mortgage. so we know it's certain- adult Hllunteers. went to Greenville .
ly n<>t a give-away program."
Gn., to help tht.! local Habitat affiliate
The owners of Habitat houses are finish one house and begin another durgiven a nonprofit, no-interest loan that ing Spring Break earlier this year.
they must pay back to the organization.
"It was a really po~itive experience
along with 500 hnurs of labor building for the students. as well as the adults
Habitat houses.
who went along," Bogal-Albritten said.
College involvement, including "Now we have students that know how
invohement from Murray State stu- to drive a nail in a roof. Tbey also have
dents, is not uncommon in the Paducah a better understanding of what it takes
area.
Remp -Morris
to build a house. It's
said. He also noted that "
Habitat has one of the really a team
campus programs are
effort."
prominent at some uni- strongest campus-chapter
T he Murray
versities, although Mur- you th programs, and they State students also
ray State does not have are all over the country. ''
got to spend time at
an active chapter.
a local elementary
"Habitat has one of
school and meet the
the strongest campusRichard Remp-Morris
fam ily for w hom
chapter youth pro- Din:ctocofthePaducahHabitalfocHumamty they were bu ilding
grams, and they are all
the house.
over the country," Remp-Morris said.
''People are asked to volunteer a lot
"Literally thousands and thousands of of times. and they say ' I want to see the
young college people are quietly help- results, and I want to see them local,
ing Habitat all the time," Remp-Morris and I want to see them at home,"'
said.
Remp-Morris said. "People fee l good
Hat>itat for Humanity is a great pro- because they get to meet the homeowngram to get involved with because er."
everyone has something they can conBogal-Aibritten also said she thought
tribute. Rose Bogal-Aibritten, social- it would be great if a M urray S tate
work professor at Murray State, said.
affiliate of the organization was to start
Bogal-Albritten and a group of stu- and noted that the Episcopal campus
dents from Murray State and Western ministry, the group that participated in
Kentucky University. along with other the Georgia trip, is planning another

trip to a Habitat site sometime this academic year.
There m!ly not currently be a Murray
State affiliate. but the Murray-Callaway County affiliate is ready to get to
work.
··we have recently purchased 14 lots,
and we have selected a family and are
ready to build a home there," Loretta
Jobs, vice chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Hu manity,
said.
Habitat for Humanity members also
try to help people in more facets of
their life than just housing. since those
that are living in substandard housing
often have other problems, Jobs said.
"After helping the people build their
homes, we have a nurturing comm ittee," Jobs said . "We teach them how to
maintain the home. Sometimes family
nurturing is the key to tum their lives
around."
While many students may be reluctant to volunteer, those that do will find
a rewarding experience, Remp-Morris
said.
"When you go by and you see that
house, no one can take away that you
made a difference not only in the lives
of the family, but (in) the other volunteers,'' Remp-Morris said. "Even if it's
only an hour that you give, that hour
will change your life."
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Shelter volunteers lend helping paw
by Marci Owen
news t:<.liwr

Lil<.e many colk:gc studcnh,
Sarah Guffey. junior from
Loui,ville, srend~ a lot ol
time with her friends.
She rlay-.. with them. walt...s
with them anti may ncca,ion·
ally bathe them.
If these friendship~ sountl
stmnge, it may help tn know
that Guffey's frkntls. who
walk on four h:g:o.. live ut the
Calloway County Animal
Shelter.
"I hold the kitty cnts," Guffey ~aid. "If they"re big dogs.
lt••ke them out on a lt·••~h :md
walk ••round on the premi~es
with them. If they're li tt le
puppil's, I ju~t take them out
and hold them :md pl:ly with
them:·
Shdtcr Dire.:tor D.ula Jack·
son said volunteer~ ~uch :ts
Guffey an: hatlly necdctl.
"\Vc need \olunteers mo,t·
ly for socialit.ing,'' Jackson
-.atd "It's really important.
W.;:'ve \CCII dogs come in
here that are so timid they ju~t
sit in the comer. anJ bellcH' it
m not, by the end of the ''eek.

after ~omeonc just sit'i in the
1\ennel and JX'ts them or takes
them for walks, it really
changes their personalities"
Jm:bon 'aid \oluntecr~ are
not a't...cd to .:all and set up a
schedule.
~If you want to pop in t()r
20 or 30 minutes bctwt'en
classes, it's fine, whatever
YllU like to do,'' Jacl.son !'aid.
With only one full-time and
four port-time employees,
Jnckson said there are m.my
thing::. they do not get time tn
do.

··a weather permits, we
love for them to bathe the
puppies,'' Jact...-.on said. "We
can't l.ccp the llogs dc.~n. I'\C
noticed after the volunteers
huve been here for a v.hile.
they'll even 'tart helping customers. We're alv.ays really
luw-:;talku here. so 'tuJ-:nt~
arc great. They come in .tni.l
run v.ith them and play with
them, a lot lll things that \\C
can't do."

c;uftey said ~he began \Ol·
untecring ut the ~he her \\hen
~he had h) get du of her Jog.
~1nmrna Gass.
"I got really distr.lught."

~he said, "I Marted to go play
with the puppies because I
wanted another puppy. I knew
I couldn't have une, hut I
wanted to he amunu them:·
Guffey ~aid although it can
be heartbreaking at times
when she gets attached to an
animal . it is always worth it
when stu: realizes the importance nf 'pending time with
them.
" How do you feel when
your friends come to \is it
you'!" Guffey askctl. '' It
mal.es you fee l pretty damn
good. J u~t think about the animals. They're trapped in th1s
cage all day with other animal~ that do nothing but bark
and yl.'Jp. Then. somebody
come~. takes you out.;idc anJ
you're not trapped in this tiny
cage that 'mel!~ ht...e urine."
With nnly 20 pcrrent of the
3,000 nnitmd1o th<H come to
the ~hl'lter each year hcing
adopted, the importance of
\Oluntecn. is evident.
"We try to place (the aniowls) in hornes," Jackson
said. "We try to keep the 1\cn·
nels cle:m, provide fotxl and
shelter and abo try to social-

ize the animals. We encourage volunteers for the socializing pan.''
Ja~h~m said for those who
wan t to volun teer, out for
whatever reason, cannot be at
the shelter, there are alv.ay!>
other ways of helping.
"\Ve are up for any kind of
fund·niiscrs," she said. "Some
people can't handle coming
dov.n here. mentally, seeing
the animals. Any kind of
fund-ruiscr they can think of,
we will help in any way.''
Jackson ubo encourages
anyone interested in adopting
an animal to \isit the ~helter.
"There's an application
process t hut people go
through to adopt -~>implc, nne
page- and there's al-.o a contrclct," she said. "It'' just $20,
We abo offer a '>pay/neuter
program. It pays for half of
the surgery,"
On O<:·t. 25. empk)yees and
volunteers ut the ~helter will
be at Wal-Mart with pets for
adoption as pan of The Very
Best Pl.'t Ndwork.
Anyone intcrcstcu in vohantecring or adopting a pet can
phone the ~he Iter at 759-4141.

Karri Wurth/The NC'wS

One of the many animals available for adoption a t
the local a nimal sheller peers out of its cage.
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Peace Corps enrollment rises
by Taylor Marie Ewing

ence. II may be the thing that sets you
Basile said although the work volunteers
ahead of your competitors."
do in de\'eloping countries is very imporRoskelley said there is currently one tant, the connection volunteers make with
With a JOb market that is less than wel- Murray State student enrolled in the Peace natives is a driving force in the program.
"You're not there to give them money;
coming, an increasing number of grm.luat- Corps. He said in the program's 41-year
ing seniors are making post-graduation history, 29 students from Murray State you have no resources. You're only there
as a person who sees things a little tlifferplans that do not include graduate school have served as Peace Corps volunteers.
Institute for International Studies Direc- ent," Basile said. "A lot (of the program)
or a full-time job.
Instead, many students are opting to tor Michael Basile :.erved in the Peace is really trying to connect through friendship and conversation.
make a 27-month service commitment as a Corps as both a volunThat':; really where the
Peace Corps volunteer in one of 70 devel- teer in the communitydevelopment program
heart of the Peace
oping countries around the world.
Peace Corps Public Affairs Specialist in Turkey and a staff '" You're only there as a Corp~ is."
Basile said not
Scot Roskelley said there was a 17-percent member training new person who sees things a
increase in the number of applications the recruits in Iran and little different. ' '
all Peace Corps volun Tonga.
teers will have an expePeace Corps received since last year.
Basile said he first
rience similar to his. He
Roskelley said the increase resulted
.Michud Basile
from presidential support of the program joined the Peace Corps
said the program places
Dtrector
after he finished his
participants ba~ed on
and a decline in the economy.
lnsitute for International Studies
their interests anJ back"We've always had people who are undergraduate degree
grounds.
interested in the Peace Corps because they at the University of
"(Recruiters)
want to help people, and that number Massachusetts in 1965.
"In 1963. after Kennedy was shot, a look at what your major is and say. 'This
hasn't changed.'' Roskelley said. "However, with the economy being what it is right (Peace Corps) recruiter came up from is what kind of job we have."' Basile said .
now, even more people are looking at the Washington. so I went to the ses.sion and "They try to take someone and look at
applied," Basile said. "I was just a kid their background very closely to match
Peace Corps after graduation ."
Roskelley said Peace Corps experience from a small wwn who got attracted to the that .,.,ith a program need.''
Roskc:lley said Peace Corps a-;signments
is beneficial to students entering a compet- idea of doing that kind of service and
inspired by the Limes."
fall into six categories : etlucation. buo;iitive job market.
Basile said after three months of lan- ne,s, environment. community develop·
"h give~ you a lot of accomplishments
to put on your resume and a lot of exrcri- guage and technical training. he was ~ent ment, agriculture and health-related discience in a short period of time," Roskelley to two small village-; in Turkey where he plines .
Peace Corps recruiters will hold nn
said. "Many employers will call you in for worked on an irrigation project and helped
inforrnatiun session at 7 p.m. Oct. 23 at
an interview just to talk about your experi-. raise chickens by building henhouses.

assistant news editor

Western Kentucky UniVC:rsity, Roskelley
said. He sard recruiters will be contlucting
interviews Oct. 24.
Anyone intereSted ~hould contact Jeri
Titus to schedule an appointment by phoning (312> 353-5210.
"The application process is fairly
lengthy. so now is the perfect time to
apply, which you can do online or through
a paper npplication.':.. Roskelley said , "Students should be sure to bring an application to the interview."
Ro~kdley said regardless of whether
studens decide to voi\Jntcer for the Peace
Corps to build their resumes or simply out
of a desire to help others, the experience
will change their perspectives of t he
world.
"It gives (volunteers) a perspective of
the world nnd the U.S. that is guaranteed
to be tlifrerenl than the perspective they
have now." Roskelley said . "You can' t
help going to these tlcveloping countries
without completely altering your per peelives.''
Basile saiu the Pence Corps not only
benel1ts its participants, but also the society to whil·h the volunteers return.
"You come back from the experience
and you look at your :-.ociety in way-;
you've never looked at it before," Basile
sard. "And therefor" you help your own
society ... to see things (differently) and to
progress and develop."

Main Office
405 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-5626

North Office
700 N. 12th St. • Murray
Blue and Gold Club Checking
• Minimum of $50 to ope n
• No monthly service c harge for
full time c olle ge students
• Unlimite d c h eck writin g
• l st 50 ch eck s FREE - Murray St ate
c h eck s are ava ilable
• Ac tivi t y state m e nt on ly Ema il
images FRE E
• ATM c a r d available

Account Information Line: 1-877-965-1122 • Website: www.themurra bank. com
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Relay for Life helps fund cancer research
by Amanda Lee
assist:lnt :-.port:-. edito r

What began more than 17
a g o as one man·~
auempt to make a difference
has now become a worldwide
event to raise money for cancer researc h.
In 198 5, Dr. Gordy Klatt
ran 83 miles in 24 hours
<~round a track in Tacoma,
Wash. Klatt managed to rai~e
$ 27.000 for the American
Cancer Sl)c iety. The following year. Klatt was joined in
his eiTons by 220 people. and
the Relay for Life began.
Now, the overnight event is
held by the American Cancer
Society each year to raise
money for cancer re~earch .
According to the American
Cancer Society Web site
(www.canc.:er.org). ''Relay for
Life represents the hope:: that
those lost to cancer will never
be forgotten, that those who
face cancer will be supported
and that one day. cancer will
be eliminated.''
Relay for Life. "a team
event to fight cancer ... has
since spread to more than
3 .000 communitie s in the
year~

United States that want to
help the cause. including Calloway County. Encouraged by
storie s of survival, Murray
State s tudents and corporate
team s throughout the MurrayCalloway County nrea work
year- round to raise money for
the event . The local program
has rai~ed more than $1 mil lion and received awards and
recognition for its success.
Paul Rudke, co-chair for the
2001 Relay for Life . accepted
an award naming Murruy- Calloway County the top fund raising community in the
nation among thos e with
30.000 to 35.000 residents. It
also was the first in Kentucky
to reach $200,000, and then
$300,000.
"This is a big community
event, .. said Cheryl Hicks.
who helps coordinate the
administrative efforts of
Relay for Life in Murray-Callaway County . "This is the
one event when the community really pulls together."
The 2002 Relay for Life in
Murray, held May 3-4. raised
more th<~n $277,000. More
than 2HO cancer survivors
participated in the event.

During the event. teams of
up to 15 people walk throughout the night. Each team must
have one member on the track
at all times. Teams set up tent
sites complete with themes
and decorations, and some
have team shirts made.
Many teams from Murray
State participate and con tribute tu the success of the
local Reluy for Life . Residential colleges, Greek organizations. University departments
and student organizations put
together teams. and many
work year-round to raise
money . In 2002, 17 of the 102
teams at Relay for Life were
from Murray State.
"I'm so glad to see that
many young adults (are)
involved," Hicks said . "1
don't think it would be as fun
without the students."
Murray State Food Services
recently began its fund-rais ing efforts. In 2002, the team
raised $6,008.35. the most by
a single, noncorporate team.
Becky Wilder. cancer survivor and member of the Food
Services team, said she participates in the event because
cancer is so widespread.

"Cancer effects everybody
in some way, shape or form,"
Wilder said. She said she was
impressed and excited about
the success of Relay for Life
in Murray and attributes that
success to the support of the
campus and community members.
"The whole town is excited
about it and gets involved
whether they're on the team
or not." Wilder said. She said
Food Services employees who
are not on the team help out
at fund-raisers and make
donations.
Wilder said she thinks the
University benefits Relay for
Life.
"There's a Jot of teams on
campul>, plus we have it here
at the stadium," Wilder said.
"I think the campus is what
gets so many in the community involved."
Alpha Gamma Delta raised
the largest amount of the University teams with its contri bution of $2,73 I.
During the event. activities
such as a dance contest, Star
Search and Dude Looks Like
a Lady were performed on the
center stage to provide enter-

tainment for the crowd. Relay
for Life is a family event.
with activities to keep partici pants up all night.
One of the more memorable
moments comes just after
sunset when the luminary
bags- in honor or in memory
of loved ones who have battled cancer - are lit. The
lumiqaries are placed all
around the track of Stewart
Stadium. the names are read
and participants listen in
silence.
Although it may be difficult
for money- strapped college
students to give a great deal
of money to even the worthiest cause. the University team
members proved students can
still contribute.
The upcoming Relay for
Life will be held the first
weekend in May at Stewart
Stadium. Everyone has a
chance to get involved by
being on a team, donating
time or money or simply supporting and encouraging those
who work to make the Murray-Calloway County Relay
for Life u success .
Said Wilder: "Help us in
any wuy you can!"

GOOD LUCK RACERS
From District Judge
Leslie Furches
(MSU alumna '80)
Experienced • Fair • Dedicated
Please Re-elect on Nov. sth
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unity
by Chris Jung
spons editor
Because of the nation's suffering economy, service organizations may play an increasing role in providing vital services to the needy . Although
Murray may seem far removed
from the problems at hand,
service organizations continue
to remain important on a
regional level.
For the past ten months,
Tonia Casey has been the
director of Need Line, a local,
nonprofit community and
church cooperative ministry
that devotes its services to
providing food and other commodities to the less fortunate.
"My goal is to continue to
meet basic needs." Casey said.
''And it's not always just
about food. We help people
with housing. electricity and
family-resource products like
toilet paper. soap and school
supplies. These arc things that
people can't buy with food
stamps."
None of the clients who rely
on Need Line receive cash
asststance from the organiza-

tion, and in order to qualify
for service from Need Line,
the person or family must
reside in Calloway Coumy or
be referred by a Calloway
County-based organization.
Need Line, one of 12 agencies under the United Way
umbrella, responds to 200-300
clients per month, and in
2001. Need Line provided service to 5.466 individuals.
With an economy on the
decline, however, Casey is
expecting a rise in numbers.
''I'm est imating 5,941 people this year that we will be
providing service to." Casey
said. "And after we lost a factory in Murray. J think it really put a fear factor throughout
the county. Now, we're losing
facilities and gaining clients."
Despite the nse in need, ant!
regardless of a decrease in
donations since Sept. I l,
Casey said Calloway is still
the most generous county in
Kentucky. Before coming to
Need Line, Casey worked
with the Housing and Homeless Coalition of Kentucky
and the Kentucky Council of
Child Abuse. two other non-

profit organizations. While at
those organizations. Casey
spread her services throughout
the l'>tate. which gave her the
opportunity to get a firsthand
view of each county.
"Fin:lncial donations are not
as large as they were before 91 I," Casey said. ''However,
this is still the greatest community in terms of giving."
As a result of rhe oulpour
from Murray residents, a
counci !-appointed board of
directors assists Casey with
recommendations to the coun cil anc.J also will implement
decisions made by the council.
One of those board members
is Joyce Anderson. Anderson,
wife of Murray State basketbull Head Coach TevesAer
Anderson. has been on the
board for three years and said
she has no intention of lenving
any time soon.
"People need care 24 hours
a day.'' Anderson :-;aid. "So I
go wherever the need is and
do whnrever 1 can when 1' m
needed. Our board meets once
a month. and we are constanrly finding homes that need us
for things like finances."

Despite the hard work,
Anderson wants no part of the
.:red it.
"It's not about the newspaper or being seen," Anderson
said. "I was always taught to
treat your neighbor the way
you would wnnt to be treated;
that's all that we're doing.''
Need Line relies on multiple
businesses and other orgnnizations around Murrny to provide both donations and Vt)lunteer time on lo~.:ation. Casey
said Need Line's two largest
contribul<lrs are the Calloway
County Post Office and the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Besides community support.
Casey also i~ luoking to install
1\Cveral other programs within
Need Line that wi II ilo more
than simply pn1vide products
to the clients.
··We're looking to exp<tnd
with a money management
program and n delivery service for the elderly and/or disabled," Casey snid. "Some times we Me limited tn what
we can do. M> i r we can help a
family learn how to manage
their money. that's something
they can do when we're not

around."
Casey said Need Line is
usually successful in getting
volunteers. It is her goal to
allow her volunteers the
opportunity to see the situatiun from the point of view of
the less fortunate,
"Sure. rhe pay. if any. is
low." Anderson said. "But
when you see a family come
tn that'!-> so hungry that they
hug a jar of peanut butter. it
brings a tear lo your eye. I
feel lik.c I'm where I should
be: I wan t to make a diffcren~.·e in lives."
Calloway County's Need
Line, which also has branches
in Graves and Marshall counties, is always looking for vol untee r s, regardless of the
amount of time someone has.
"We W\lulc.l ltlve to have
anyone," C<tsey said. "It
dnesn'l maller if it's for one
hour a week or l 0 hours a
d~ . Any help ilt appreciated.''
Anyone whn iN interested
can phone Tonia Casey at
75.3-633.3 (NEED) or stop hy
the Need Line offices lu~ated
on X04 Story Ave . off
Sycamore Drive.

Three cheers and
a Five Star celebration.
Ce l ebrations bring our community together.
And at U.S. Bank, we're proud to celebrate our
comm u nity and our commitment to being your
hometown bank, with the finest financial
products backed by the only Five Star Service
guarantee.

It's your as·surance that you' 11

receive the highest levels of service available
anywhere- and that's something to cheer about!

www.usbank.com

bank.

Five Star Service Guaranteed~

Member FDIC

